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Ι. Voor het onderzoek van kernspins volgens de methode die in dit proef-

schrift is beschreven is geen enkele a priori kennis vereist,

behalve die van de targetkernspin.

2. De in die proefschrift beschreven procedure heeft in vergelijking

met andere methoden voor de bepaling van spins van kerntoestanden

het voordeel, dat in de primaire gamma-emissie significant gemengde

dipool/quadrupoolovergangen tcunnen worden aangetoond.

3. Het onderzoek naar spins van aangeslagen toestanden in atoomkernen

kan belangrijk worden verbeterd door meting van de circulaire

polarisatie van gammastraling die wordt uitgezonden na vangst van

niet-gepolariseerde neutronen in gepolariseerde kernen.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk III, § 3.6A.

4. In een gebruikelijke procedure wordt de gevoeligheid van een detector

voor circulaire polarisatie van vangstgammastraling gecalibreerd op

de 5.42 MeV overgang in de reaktie ^
2
S(n,y). Het is om meer dan één

reden aan te bevelen deze calibratie uit te voeren door middel van de

reaktie ι+8
Τΐ(η,γ).

5. Het verdient aanbeveling in de analyse van hoekverdelingen van

gammastraling uitgezonden na (a,xn)-reakties meerdere overgangen

gelijktijdig te beschouwen on niet a priori uit te gaan van een

Gauss-verdeling voor de bezetting van magnetische subtoes tanden.

A.R. Poletti en E.R. Warburton, Phys. Rev. 137Β (1965) 595.

R. Yamazaki, Nucl. Data, A3 (1967) 1.

6. In de door Weigmann en Rohr gegeven semi-empirische uitdrukking voor de

bijdrage van valentievangst van neutronen tot de totale gammabreedte is

de afhankelijkheid van de neutronenergie ten onrechte verwaarloosd.

H. Weigmann en G. Rohr, Proceedings Symposium 'Nuclear Physics with

Thermal and Resonance Energy Neutrons', Petten, RCN-203 (1973) 194.
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7. Zowel de interpretatie door Rork en Jastram van hun Mössbauer-

metingen aan 16*Dy in molybdeen, als het daaropvolgende kritische

commentaar van Cohen, getuigt van een onjuist inzicht in de hyper-

fijn-interaktie, die in dit systeem te verwachten is.

E.W. Rork en P.S. Jastram, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2£ (1972) 1297.

R.L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. Lett., 30_ (1973) 727.

8. De invloed van de immer aanwezige klontering in Cu-Ni-legeringen op

het magnetische gedrag van deze legeringen is veel groter dan men

gewoonlijk veronderstelt.

T.J. Hicks, B.D. Rainford, J.S. Kouvel, G.G. Low en J.B. Comly,

Phys. Rev. Lett., £_2 (1969) 531.

Α.Τ. Aldred, B.D. Rainford, T.J. Hicks en J.S. Kouvel,

Phys. Rev. J_3J (1973) 218.

Y. Ito en J. Akimitsu, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 3j[ (1973) 1000.

9. Van de exponenten ω en λ, die door Riedel et al. worden gebruikt bij

3 4
de analyse van de thermodynamische eigenschappen van He- He-mengsels

nabij het tricritische punt is er ten minste één overbodig.

E.K. Riedel, H. Meyer en R.P. Behringer, J. Low Temp. Phys.,

22 (1976) 369.

10. Het verbruik van grondstoffen, zoals helium, mag niet uitsluitend

worden bepaald door financieel-economische motieven.

11. Hoewel woorden als neutron, proton en elektron onzijdig zijn,

illustreert het vrouwelijke karakter van de "atoomkern" hoe

gecompliceerd haar onderzoek is.

i f . . •;••:
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J . J . Bosman 3 juni 1976.
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2
'If Χ is improbably large, we try to find scapegoats;

if we don't find them, we ask somebody to repeat the measurements'

i

Α.Η. Wapstra, G.J. Nijgh en R. van Lieshout

in 'Nuclear Spectroscopy Tables'.

Aan Coritha

Ter herinnering aan

mijn vader

N:
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General Introduction

Though the knowledge on nuclear structure is steadily increasing

a theory providing a comprehensive description of nuclear states is not

yet available. In the course of the past decades, several models have

been introduced, each having a limited region of validity. Any nuclear

theory should yield information about the most important quantities of

nuclear states, namely the energy, spin and parity. To test the correct-

ness of a nuclear model, experimentally determined results for these

quantities should be available.

Various types of reactions can be used to study levels of nuclei.

In contrast with charged-particle reactions, thermal neutron capture

disturbes the nucleus slightly, since only a small amount of energy and

low angular momentum are involved. Furthermore intense thermal neutron

beams can be produced. In this thesis results obtained from the (η,γ)-

reaction are discussed.

The transformation properties of radiation wave functions under ro-

tations are strongly related to angular momenta, hence angular distribu-

tion and polarization measurements of radiation emitted during nuclear

decay yield direct information about spins and parities. The present in-

vestigations deal with gamma-ray angular distribution experiments. Indi-

rect information about spins and parities can be obtained from branching

ratios and gamma-ray intensities. Important indirect methods in (r\,y)-

reactions are the so-called 'average-resonance' technique and the

'multiplicity' method.

At the 'Reactor Centrum Nederland (R.C.N.)' in Petten, ten h-rizon-

tal neutron beams are available for solid state and nuclear physics ex-

periments at the High Flux Reactor (H.F.R.). The nuclear physics experi-

ments are carried out by the joint 'FOM-RCN Nuclear Structure Group' to

investigate nuclear decay schemes and level spins. Circular polarization

and angular correlation experiments are performed with unoriented nuclei;

gamma-ray angular distribution measurements are carried out with polarized

neutrons and polarized nuclei.
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Ttie experiments with oriented nuclei at the High Flux Reactor have

been initiated by the 'Reactor Centrum Nederland' (Goedkoop) and by the

Nuclear Orientation Group of the Kameilingh Onnes Laboratory (Gorter and

Huiskamp). In 1965 Postma performed the first gamma-ray angular distri-

bution measurements with aligned nuclei as a part of the research pro-

gramme of the 'Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)'.

In 1970 a polarized neutron beam has been installed by Reddingius to in-

vestigate nuclei for which different compound spins contribute in the

capture gamma radiation. In this thesis gamma-ray angular distribution

measurements are reported using polarized-neutron capture in polarized

Co nuclei ('intermediate' nuclear polarization) and in polarized Ho

nuclei ('high' nuclear polarization).

Various theoretical aspects concerning oriented nuclei (chapter I),

polarized neutrons (chapter II) and gamma radiation (chapter III) are

reviewed. The specific experimental arrangements are discussed in chap-

ter IV. The results of measurements on the reactions Οο(η,γ) Co and

Ηο(η,γ) Ho are reported in the chapters V and VI.

I '
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C H A P T E R I

Oriented Nuclei

it·

>J :.

Abstract: A summary of general definitions on nuclear orientation is

given in this chapter. Special attention is drawn to nuclear polarization

by magnetic hyperfine interaction and to the qualitative behaviour of the

nuclear orientation parameters.

1.1. Introduction

Nuclear orientation is defined by a preference in direction of the

total angular momentum (spin) of the nucleus. From a quantum mechanical

point of view spin orientation is described in terms of the spatial quanti-

zation of the total angular momentum. With respect to a fixed axis, nuclei

with spin I have only 21+1 possible orientations in space, with projection

quantum numbers m equal to -1,-1+1 1.

In general the orientation of an ensemble of nuclei is most convenient-

ly described by statistical tensors. If the system under consideration

has rotational symmetry the orientation can be completely described by the

relative occurrence a of each state having projection m with respect to

the symmetry axis. Throughout this thesis only cases of rotational sym-

metry will be considered.

Under usual circumstances all spin orientations in the ensemble are

equally probable, that is, a^ is equal for all m and the nuclei are said

to be randomly oriented (or unoriented). Oriented nuclei are defined by

differences in population densities a for the various magnetic substates,

characterized by the projection quantum numbers.

1.2. Orientation Parameters

Due to the normalization condition Τ a = 1 the orientation of a
m
 m

system of spin-I particles is described by only 21 independent parameters

a
m
. (Further on the index m in the summation sign will be deleted). For

various applications however, the a
m
 are not very suitable for expressing

the orientation of the system. More convenient are the orientation parameters

f̂ , defined by Tolhoek and Cox, which are linear combinations of the moments

An extensive discussion of the parameters can be found in them
v
 a

f-i
a

ffl
.
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original paper of Tolhoek and Cox and e.g. in ref. 2. A few important

features of the orientation parameters will be emphasized here.

Parameters with k > 21 are equal to zero; furthermore f
Q
 = 1. Hence

only 21 independent parameters exist. For unoriented nuclei all f̂  vanish.

For oriented nuclei one or more orientation parameters do not vanish.

Parameters with even k are determined by even powers of m, hence they

are invariant for reflection of the quantization axis. Odd-k orientation

parameters are determined by odd powers of m, i.e. they change sign

under reflection of the axis of quantization.

i

1.3. Polarization and Alignment

For systems which are invariant for reflection of the quantization

axis all odd orientation parameters vanish. Hence two types of nuclear

orientation are generally distinguished, determined by 'odd' and 'even'

orientation parameters. Both types are characterized by the first non-

vanishing orientation parameters, that is by f and f_, respectively.

For systems of spin-I nuclei these parameters are explicitly given by

their definition in a

γ Σ a n d

By definition a system is polarized if f. φ 0 and f. is briefly

referred to as the polarization. For instance, a thermal neutron beam

(spin - -z- particles) can be described by its f j. Higher order orientation

parameters vanish in this case. The neutron polarization, denoted by f ,

is according to the definition explicitly given by

f - - -
η η + n '

where n
+
 and n_ are the numbers of neutrons in the beam with 'spin-up'

and 'spin-down', respectively.

An oriented system (not all a
m
 equal) having reflection symmetry

with respect to a plane perpendicular to the quantization axis is

characterized by a * a^. Such a system is not polarized since all

odd orientation parameters vanish. This type of orientation is called

alignment and the main non-vanishing parameter is f
?
, which is often

i
SR.

"5 -'
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briefly referred to as the alignment.

It should be noted that polarized systems (f . Φ 0) may have either

f2 = 0 or f2 / 0; thus phenomena depending only on even orientation

parameters can often also be studied in polarized systems.

1.4. Orientation Mechanism

Obviously from the above discussion an ensemble of spin-I nuclei is

oriented (either polarized or aligned) only, if the magnetic substates

I
z
 = m corresponding to different orientations are not equally populated.

Hence spin dependent interactions are required.

Α gentrally applied principle to polarize thermal neutrons is to make

use of the spin dependence of scattering cross section, see ref. 3 and ch. II.

section 2.3. Nuclei can be oriented by interactions, which remove (fully

or partly) the (2I+l)-fold spatial degeneracy of the nuclear energy level,

in particular, the interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment with

a magnetic field and/or the interaction of the nuclear electric quadrupole

moment vith an electric field gradient. At thermal equilibrium the populations

of the different substates m are governed by Boltzmann's distribution law,

thus a
m
 = C exp (-E

m
/kT), where E

m
 denotes the energy of the substate.

Degenerate substates m and -m lead to nuclear alignment (f2 Φ 0) and zero

polarization (f] = 0 ) .

When orientation of a spin system is established according to the

Boltzmann distribution the nuclear spin system may be in thermal equilibrium

with its surrounding. Methods depending on this principle are referred to

as thermal equilibrium methods. To obtain significantly unequal populations

of substates, kT should be of the order ΔΕ, where ΔΕ is the energy splitting

of the substates. Due to the small values of ΔΕ, usually temperatures well

below IK are required.

A variety of techniques exists, in which the population of the

substates is changed in a dynamical manner, e.g. by microwave resonance,

optical pumping, etc. In these dynamical methods the nuclear spin system

is not in thermal equilibrium with its surrounding.

^ ^

Ρ**?
1
'
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].5. Hyperfine Interactions

The interaction of an electromagnetic field with a nucleus can be

A)
expanded in terms of nuclear moments , which are generally denoted as

2 -pole moments in which I is the order of expansion. The highest possible

multipole for nuclei with spin I is given by £ = 21. I*" can be shown that

all electric moments of odd order and all magnetic moments of even order

vanish . The individual contributions of the various moments in the

expansion of the interaction decrease very rapidly with increasing order

£. Hence only the non-vansihing moments of lowest order (i φ 0) are impor-

tant in the interaction. More specifically it means that the interactions

consist only of the electromagnetic interaction of the nuclear (magnetic)

dipole moment μ and/or of the (electric) quadrupole moment Q.

The potential energy of a magnetic dipole μ in a magnetic field Η

is given by the vector product

The nuclear magnetic dipole moment and the nuclear spin are collinear,

thus μ ^ e u I, where g^ is the nuclear gyromagnetic factor and μ̂ , is

the nuclear magneton, which is given by

eft
2M c

Ρ

5.050 χ ΙΟ"
2 4
 erg/G,

where e is the proton (elementary) charge and Μ~ is the proton mass. Hence

the Hamiltonian of the magnetic interaction is expressed by

Η = -g μ Η·ΐ.

Ν Ν
(1.5.1)

Clearly, the magnetic interaction is suitable to achieve nuclear polar-

ization. The magnetic field can be either externally applied giving nuclear

Zeeman splitting or internally generated by unpaired electrons in the

material. In the latter case the interaction is referred to as magnetic

hyperfine interaction giving hyperfine splitting.

The potential energy of an electric quadrupole moment Q in an electric

field E is given by the tensor product

: V E.

I
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Note, that the quadrupole moment interacts with the gradient of the

electric field. The Kamiltonian describing the interaction is expressed

by

Η = (1.5.2)

σ Ζ

where the electric field is expressed in terms of the electric potential

V, that is, Ε = -VV. A possible asymmetry in the field gradient is accoun-

ted for by n> For a more detailed discussion the reader may consult ref. 6.

Due to the invariance of the Hamiltonian when reversing the sign of I^, the

electric interaction produces only alignment; hence it is not suitable to

achieve nuclear polarization. Appreciable electric field gradients may

be produced by the electrons around the nucleus. These interactions are

called electric hyperfine interactions.

· * -

γ.:

% •ι.

. & • •
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1.6. Magnetic Hyperfine Interactions

Magnetic hyperfine interactions are qualitatively most easily under-

stood by first considering the case of nuclear Zeeman splitting by an

externally applied magnetic field. For this case the Hamiltonian is

correctly expressed by eq. (1.5.1) giving the following energy eigen-

values

Κ " ""il = -Ι,.,.,Ι), 0.6.1)

where m is the projection of the spin in the direction of the applied

magnetic field H. Nuclear polarization by externally applied magnetic fields

is called 'brute force' polarization. To obtain significant nuclear polar-

ization μΗ should be of the order kT (see section 1;4). As nuclear magnetic

dipole moments are of the order u„, values of H/T = 10 Oe/K are required.

Even at temperatures as low as 0.01 Κ the magnetic field should be of

the order of 100 kOe. These are rather far going requirements even with

recent developments in cryogenics and magnet design. In 1934 Gorter and

Kurti and Simon suggested brute force polarization in connection with

nuclear adiabetic demagnetization. It was experimentally demonstrated

for the first time in 1955 (ref. 9). Up to now brute force polarization has

been applied in only a few cases.
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The basic idea for nuclear orientation in magnetic materials is the

existence of unpaired electrons in such materials, which because of their

much larger magnetic moments (compared to the nuclear moments) can be

polarized with smaller external magnetic fields at higher temperatures.

Magnetic fields of the order of 10 kOe applied at IK may produce electron

polarization up to saturation. Unpaired electrons induce strong magnetic

fields at the nuclei, for instance, unpaired 4f-electrons produce hyper-

fine fields of the order of magnitude of I MOe. In this way appreciable

nuclear polarizations may be obtained by cooling such materials to tem-

peratures of the order of 0.1 K, assuming that the unpaired electrons

are oriented by a small external field. This method of nuclear polarization

has been proposed by Gorter and Rose . The first successful nuclear

orientation in a paramagnetic salt was carried out in Oxford in 1951,

soon followed by successful results in Leiden and Oak Ridge.

In many cases the magnetic properties are not isotropic. As a conse-

quence unpaired electron spins have quite often already preference for

certain directions in a crystalline compound. Simply by cooling single

crystals of such compounds produces nuclear alignment, as suggested by

Bleaney (ref.12).

The magnetic properties and hyperfine interaction in paramagnetic

materials can usually be described by a more complicated Hamiltonian

i

B (Η S +
χχ

+ S I )

y y

• D [ S
z
 -

 3
 ^

u
..

fJ
 .

 { l 6 2 )

- i 1(1+1)] -g
H
 μ

Ν
 Η·ΐ,

·'-§
.V/ij

'I' " 'Ρ

where ζ is assumed to be an axis of symmetry. ̂  denotes the effective ionic

spin, which in many cases equals 1/2. Η is the externally applied magnetic

field. The first and second terms are the Zeeman splitting of the electronic

state. The third term is due to the non-cubic part of the crystalline field

potential causing electronic energy level splittings in case S > 1/2.

The remaining terms describe the interaction of the nuclear spin with

the internal magnetic field, induced by S, the internal electric field

gradient and the externally applied magnetic field. For materials with

anisotropic properties, g,, Φ g and Α φ Β. A more detailed discussion of

the Hamiltonian can be found in several review articles (e.g. ref. 2).

A general solution for the Hamiltonian cannot be given as it strongly

depends on the specific case under consideration. Even more terms may
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contribute, like spin-spin interactions and Jahn-Tellcr effect.

Magnetic hyperfine interactions also exist in ferromagnetic

materials, which have domains of spontaneous magnetization along directions

which are randomly distributed in polycrystalline materials. By applying

an external magnetic field first the domains with magnetization more or

less parallel to the external field grow at the expense of the other

domains. The saturation of such domains requires only relatively weak

fields, particularly, if the demagnetizing effects are moderate (such as,

for instance, in case of a spherical sample). The possibility to rotate

the magnetization into the direction of the external field depends on

the competition between the anisotropy field and the external field.

To achieve full magnetization of polycrystalline ferromagnetic materials

external magnetic fields of the order of 10 kOe or more are necessary.

Single crystals can be completely magnetized by appreciably smaller

external fields (in the order of a few kOe) applied parallel to an axis

of easy magnetization.

It has been shown that the magnetic interaction in ferromagnetic

materials can be described by the Hamiltonian

Η A S I -
ζ ζ

y
N "ext'

1
'

(1.6.3)

where ζ is chosen along the direction of magnetization. The first term

is the magnetic hyperfine interaction and the last term is the direct

interaction of the nuclear spin with the external field. The energy

eigenvalues are given by

(1.6.4)

Instead of using AS I an effective hyperfine field can be defined
Ζ Ζ

according to H
e f f

 = - A < S >/g
N
 p

R
 (see ref. 13). Then, the Hamiltonian

can be written in the form

t

'•ΤΙ

H =
 -

where + Η is the local field acting upon the nucleus.
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1.7. Orientation Parameters in Magnetic Hyperfine Interactions

When the eigenvalues Ε of the Hamiitonian are known and when the

m

hyperfine levels are populated according to the Boltzmann distribution,

the orientation parameters f.,...,f„
T
 can be calculated from

a <* exp (- E /k'i). In general only f. and f~ are important; higher order

orientation parameters are often negligibly small; also they do not occur

in angular distribution functions with low angular momentum radiation. In

part of the investigations described in this thesis (see chapter VI) also

f, plays a role. However, as will be discussed in chapter IV, section 4.7

the ratio f
3
/fi is of main interest rather than f,.

To show the qualitative behaviour of the nuclear orientation parameters

the simple case of equidistant energy levels will be considered, that is,

E is linear in m, see eqs. (1.6.1) and (1.6.4). In the present inves-

tigations the Hamiltonian is of the form Η = - g„ μ Η ·Ι, where Η, is

the local magnetic field acting upon the nucleus. This leads to

E
m
 = - g μ H,m, where the z-axis is taken in the direction of the local

field. The relative populations, a , of the hyperfine levels can be

written as a^ <* exp (βπι), where β is defined by

uft. g.
T
 μ., Η,

m

1
IkT kT

in which Τ is the absolute temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant.

The nuclear orientation parameters can be analytically expressed in terms

of β according to

- B.F. 21+1 . 21+1 1
 t

, β

1
 =

 ™2I
 c

 ~~2— IT 2

% . ' • • •

, B.F. 2 1+]
 L

l , 3

f
2
 = J -j

 T
 coth j (1.7.1)

B.F.. B.F. _ (2I+3H2I-1) 3 2 β J I-Η β
i / ι , = s + — ö coth ΤΓ - •=•—=— coth •=·.

101 21' 2 f,

The expression for the nuclear polarization is the Brillouin function

Β (3). The parameters are denoted by f * " since the expressions (1.7.1)

are valid only for the ideal situation of equidistant energy levels and

more particularly, for brute force polarization (H- = Η ). The quantities

of interest in the present work are shown in fig. 1.1 for nuclei with

spin I = 7f.
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fig. 1.1. 'Brute force' nuclear orientation parameters for

spin I " "J nuclei, as a function of 6 * iiĤ /IkT.

Nuclear orientation experiments are often characterized by rather

small β-values, say of the order 0.1. Approximations of the orientation

parameters at small values of β are given below. In addition the asymp-

totic values for &•*•*> are given. For β > 5.0 the quantities of interest

differ very little from these saturation values, see fig. 1.1.

Small β

f, - -j <I+O β

f
 (1+0(21-0(21+3) 2·
*2 9ÖÏ Ρ

f If (I-O(I+2)(2I-O(2l+3) „2

f /f « _ 3
J
 ' 3501

Large 8 (Saturation)

max
1

max

(f
3
/f,)

1

21-1
31

max (I-IX2I-1)

It has been shown by Simon et at. that in case of partial nagne-

tization the nuclear polarization for magnetic materials with A
 > >
 B,
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sKould be corrected for by a faccor f , which is the electron polarization.
6 15)

According to the relations given by Steenland and Tolhoek the actual

orientation parameters of interest in case of partial magnetization are

given by

f = f -fB-F-tï e rl
f = fB-r2 r2

and f3/f,
B.F. . B.F.

The attenuation factor f is given by f = tgh (A/2kT) and can be expressed

in terms of the magnetization Μ and the saturation magnetization Μ according

s

to

1 ,

χ'Β

£
»
 -
 V

A few characteristics of the nuclear orientation parameters will be

briefly mentioned. The nuclear polarization fj depends on the sign of B,

whereas f» andf,/f. are independent of the sign of β. As a consequence

f2 and f^/f]
 a
^e positive numbers. For values of β below O.I, f2 and

f,/fj are negligible with respect to f.. In this region f. is in good

approximation proportional to β i.e. f. shows a 1/T-behaviour. Finally

it is important to emphasize that though f. and f~ depend on the electron

polarization f , £3/^, is not affected by incomplete magnetization.

1.8. Discussion

Several methods to produce nuclear polarization have been discussed

in the preceding sections. It might be useful to review for the various

methods the possibilities and limitations in connection with the specific

experiments of the present work.

Brute force polarization requires temperatures of about lOmK and

magnetic fields of at least J00 kOe. Beam experiments suffer from heating

of the target due to the beam. Even with neutron beams the heat input

may be easily of the order of 0.1-1 erg/sec which can be a serious problem

in case of brute force polarization. Split pair magnets must be used to

allow the beam to reach the sample. It is not trivial to generate very

large magnetic fields with such magnets. These circumstances put strong

demands on experimental techniques. Moreover, due to the long nuclear-

spin lattice relaxation times and heat conductivity properties at low

temperatures only nuclei in metals (Al, Cu) may be cooled to sufficiently
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low temperatures in reasonably short times.

Nuclear polarization in paramagnetic samples is restricted to

nuclei of paramagnetic ions. Most of the known substances, remaining

paramagnetic down to low temperature, contain water molecules which

cause severe depolarization of polarized thermal neutron beams. Hence

such substances should be deuterated for experiments with polarized

neutrons. Also, such targets usually consist of chemically rather

complicated compounds, which are consequently rather dilute in the nuclei

of interest. In neutron-capture gamma-ray spectroscopy with oriented

nuclei this results often in unwanted gamma radiation.

Polarization in ferromagnetic materials seems to be most favourable

for the production of nuclear polarization, especially in neutron-capture

gamma-ray spectroscopy. Extremely low temperatures are often not required,

since magnetic hyperfine fields may be large. The number of ferromagnetic

elements is limited (ye, Co, several rare-earth elements). However,

several ferromagnetic intermetallic compounds are known (eg. MnSb)

and recent investigations have shown that many 'impurity' nuclei in

ferromagnetic materials often experience large induced magnetic hyperfine

fields, see e.g. the compilation by Rao . In several cases ferromagnetic

alloys exist over a wide concentration range of the host 3d or 4f-element.

A small concentration of the host material is important in order to have

an acceptably low background of capture gamma-rays. Practical problems

may arise with magnetizing ferromagnetic substances. For instance, appre-

ciable forces on ferromagnetic samples may be exerted by the applied

field, especially for irregularly shaped samples. Large demagnetization

factors may occur as a consequence of the shape of the sample. In targets

having domain structure large local demagnetizing fields may exist.

The state of magnetization may also depend on preceding magnetizations

due to hysteresis effects. Generally a strong external field should be

available to obtain complete magnetization. This is also useful to overcome

the possible internal anisotropy fields. As the external field may be

either parallel or antiparallel to the hyperfine field, care should be

taken with respect to the sign of the hyperfine coupling constant A.

The knowledge of the actual nuclear polarization in orientation

experiments may suffer both from the uncertainty in the state of magne-

tization and in the value (and sign) of the hyperfine field. Further-

more the nuclear spin temperature has to be well known. The use of
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polarized neutron beams provides an easy method to examine the magnetic

saturation, since a small deviation from saturation causes large neutron

depolarization (see chapter II).

Lack of precise knowledge of the hyperfine coupling constant and the

temperature may easily introduce relative uncertainties of the order of 10%

in the actual nuclear polarization, which is large compared to the accuracy

obtainable in gamma-ray experiments. It will be shown in this thesis, that

the spin investigation of nuclear levels in the present work is not suffering

from the large uncertainties in the nuclear polarization and that, conversely,

the experiments may even yield rather precise values for f..
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C H A P T E R I I

Polarized Neutrons

ίΐ
Abstract: The influence of capture, scattering and depolarization pro-

cesses on the transmission of a polarized neutron beam throug , a material,

which may contain oriented nuclei, is reviewed, "i.u information, which

may be obtained from measurements on the transmitted neutron beam, will be

discussed.

2.1. Introduction

Transmission of polarized neutrons through a material is characterized

mainly by the following processes: nuclear capture, nuclear scattering and

electronic scattering. Several authors have studied these different

aspects ' ' .

Electronic scattering is due to the interaction between neutron spin

and electron spin (magnetic scattering). Interference effects will occur

between nuclear and magnetic scattering. An extensive study on neutron

magnetic scattering has been published by Halpern and Johnson in 1939

(ref. 1), without considering orientation of nuclear spins in the

material. A discussion of neutron interaction including nuclear polar-
2)

ization has been given by Rose , however without taking magnetic

interaction into consideration.

A detailed treatment of polarized neutron transmission through

magnetically ordered materials including nuclear orientation has been

given by Schermer and Blume in 1968 (ref. 3).

2.2. Polarized Neutron Capture

At low energies neutron interactions with nuclei involve only

s-waves, consequently the total angular momentum J of the capturing state

in thermal neutron capture is limited to I + £ and I - £, where I is the

spin of the target nucleus. Quite often thermal neutron capture will proceed

both through I + £ and 1 - £ states. Hence the total cross section σ for
Oα

unpolarized neutron capture may be written as a sum of two contributions

(2.2.1)
oa V
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where α and σ denote the contributions of the capturing states with
a a

spin I + ^ and I - J, respectively.

3
2

1
2

I
2

3

2

3
2

1
2

1
2

3
7

V////////X

' • !
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- j

η

Β33 ,

j = 2

ι

ο

Υ////Μ ι

Relative

Polarizations

Relative

Intensities

V 2 2 2 2 ' ; 4

C ( | | I f | 2 2 ) 2

= I

•n

C ( I 2 2 ~ 2 Ι ' ° ' 4

J = I

fig. 2.1. The combination of magnetic quantum numbers and

the relative intensities for polarized thermal

neutron capture in fully polarized nuclei with
3

spin I = y. The quantities C are Clebsch-Gordon

coefficients.

2)
It has been shown by Rose that the cross section for capture

of polarized thermal neutrons (polarization f ) in polarized nuclei

(polarization f.) is given by σ (1 + ρ f, f ), where p =1/(1+1) and

-] for I + J and X — i capturing states, respectively. Substitution in

eq. (2.2.1) gives the total absorption cross section for polarized

neutrons and polarized nuclei
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σ =
 (1 + _!_ f f )

 σ

+
 + (l - f, f ) σ" = σ + f, f σ , (2.2.2)

a I + l 1 η a 1 η a oa I n pa'

I + —
where the polarization cross section σ = γ—^

 ff

a
 ~ °

a
 = Ρ

 a

oa
' **

v x s

definition of the spinfactor ρ for mixed capture,
 e
q. (2.2.2) may be

written similarly to Rose's expression for single state capture. From the

above-given definitions it is easily seen that the spinfactor ρ is given

by

21+1 (2.2.3)

where or = σ /σ is the relative contribution of the highest spin state
t a oa

in the capture cross section.

It should be noted that for fully parallel polarized neutrons and

nuclei (t+) the reaction will be completely blocked for capture in I - {

states (see eq. 2.2.2), whereas capture in I + i states for fully anti-

parallel polarizations (++) still occurs to a small amount. This is easily

understood from the conservation of angular momentum as indicated in

fig. 2.1.

2.3, Polarized Neutron Scattering

Neutron scattering in crystalline materials is not isotropic in

general due to the occurrence of Bragg-reflection. Strong scattering

intensities occur when the Bragg condition 2dsin Θ = ηλ is fulfilled»

d is the spacing of parallel crystal planes, and 9 is the direction

of the incident (and outgoing) beam with respect to these planes. The

wavelength of the incident beam is denoted by λ and η is the order of

reflection. For a more extensive discussion of Bragg scattering the reader

may consult ref. 4. It should be noted that various reflection planes

will contribute.

The differential cross section for neutron elastic scattering by

a material with nuclear and magnetic scattering amplitudes, b and p,

can be described by the familiar expression .

d σ = b +2 bpq.s + ρ q , (2.3.1)

-r ι.

where s is a unit vector in the polarization direction of the incident

•:u
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neutron beam. The magnetic interaction vector q is defined by

q > e x ( e x K ) x e (e.K) - K, where Κ is a unit vector in the direction

of the atomic magnetic moment and e is the unit scattering vector per-

pendicular to the reflection plane (see fig. 2.2).

Scattering
Plane

Incident

beam
s e I K

Neutron Scattering Magnetization
polarization vector

.Scattered

beam

*V J
fig. 2.2. Sketch showing the vectors which define polarized

neutron elastic scattering.

Since the electron cloud, which determines the ion magnetic moment,

has dimensions of the order of the thermal neutron wavelength

(λ ~ 1 A) the magnetic scattering will depend on the electronic spatial

distribution. Hence the magnetic scattering amplitude ρ contains a form

factor f, which may be expressed in terms of (sin Θ)/λ, where Θ is the

scattering angle. The magnetic scattering amplitude is given by

ρ * ρ . f (sin θ/λ). For s-wave neutrons the nuclear dimensions are very

small compared to λ, hence the nuclear scattering amplitude b has no

directional dependence. A typical behaviour of the magnetic form factor

is shown in fig. 2.3 for f.c.c. cobalt.

*> Note: Here the reflection plane is not necessarily a Bragg reflection
plane, hence Θ is not necessarily a Bragg scattering angle.

r-
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

(sin Θ)/λ in Χ"
1

fig. 2.3. The magnetic form factor f as a function of

(sin Θ)/λ for f.c.c. cobalt (after Nathans

and Paoletti, ref. 5).

f

For further discussions on eq. (2.3.1) the reader is referred to

the handbooks on neutron diffraction e.g. ref. 6. For a substance having

random directions of magnetic moments, the average value of s.q vanishes
2 2 2

and eq. (2.3.1) reduces to do • b + ρ q . Obviously under this
OS

condition the nuclear and magnetic scattering are incoherent i.e. the

two scattering cross sections are additive.

As a special application of eq. (2.3.1) thermal neutron polarization

by Bragg scattering from magnetized single crystals should be mentioned.

If a ferromagnetic crystal is magnetized along some direction in the

reflection plane (Κ χ e), the magnetic interaction vector is given by

q = -K (|qj = 1). As the neutron polarization may be either parallel

or antiparallel to the magnetic field (s.q * + 1), eq. (2.3.1) reduces

2

to do = (b ± p) . The difference in cross sections for neutrons

s,x

parallel respectively antiparallel to the magnetization can be used to

polarize thermal neutrons. When ρ f(sin Θ/λ) approaches + b one of

the two cross sections will become very small and consequently the

scattered beam will be highly polarized. To obtain intense scattered

beams the reflection has to satisfy the Bragg law. Several crystals are

known in which the magnetic and nuclear scattering amplitudes are about

equal. In the investigation described in this thesis the (200)-reflection

at a 92% Co-87. Fe single crystal was used to obtain a polarized neutron

^•S.ï.
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beam. For this reflection ρ -f/b * 1.01 ± 0.06, with a reflection plane

spacing d - 1.78 X (sin θ/λ = 0.281 X "
1
) .

The differential scattering cross section can in general be written

in the form

s,±
da ± da ,

os pSjint
(2.3.2)

where da . is a (neutron) polarization cross section due to the
ps,int

interference term in eq. (2.3.1). The ± sign refers to opposite neutron

polarizations. Note, that da . ̂  depends on the direction of magnetizationr
 ' pSjint

and the orientation of the reflection planes with respect to the scattering

plane. The scattering cross section for unpolarized neutrons is defined

by

(2.3.3)da « -τ— σ + da ,
os Απ os,nuc os,mag

2 2
where σ * f b dQ = 4ττ b is dye to nuclear scattering and

do • ρ q is the magnetic scattering contribution.
OS ,Kt3g

2)
It has been shown by Rose that for polarized nuclei the nuclear

scattering amplitude b is modified due to the spin dependence of elastic

scattering. According to eq. (2.3.1) alteration of b results in change both

in the nuclear scattering term and in the nuclear-magnetic interference

term. Similar to the capture cross section (see section 2.2) the nuclear

scattering cross section σ is replaced according to

OS fHUC

os,nuc °os,nuc 1 °ps,nuc'
(2.3.4)

where f denotes the nuclear polarization and the + and - signs refer to

parallel and antiparallel neutron and nuclear polarization, respectively.

3 7)
It has been shown by Schermer ' ' that the interference term da .

in the presence of nuclear polarization can be replaced by an expression

of the following form

± do . •*- ± da . + f. da' . „, (2.3.5)

ps.mt ps,mt 1 ps.int'

where the extra interference term f, do' . . originates from the

interference between the magnetic and modified nuclear scattering

ι • <•

l''
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amplitudes. Note, that this terra does not depend on the direction of the

neutron polarization. The above notations are according to refs. 3 and 7,

where definitions of the partial cross sections can be found. Substituting

eqs. (2.3.3-5) in eq. (2.3.2) the following expression for the differ-

ential cross section is obtained

, 1 , I .
do = -— σ + do + -τ— f, σ

s,+ Απ os,nuc os,mag 4π 1 ps.nuc

± do , + f. d o '
p s , m t ι

(2.3.6)

which is identical to eq. (2.3.2) in the absence of nuclear polarization

(fj = 0 ) . The + and - signs correspond to parallel and antiparallel neutron

and nuclear polarization, respectively.

So far only elastic scattering processes are considered. For slow

neutrons, inelastic nuclear scattering can be excluded, since the neutron

energy is too small to excite nuclear states. Inelastic magnetic scat-

tering depends on the neutron polarization. The polarization dependent

part may be included in do . and the polarization independent part

ps, m t

in do

os,mag

2.4. Neutron Depolarization

Depolarization of a neutron beam may be due to both the above-

described scattering and absorption processes, and to the interaction of

the neutron magnetic moment with magnetic fields. Any magnetic field in

a direction different from the neutron polarization will tend to reduce

the polarization. Especially in ferromagnetic materials, which are not

fully magnetized, the polarization of a transmitted beam will be strongly

reduced.

The spin dependence of scattering and capture cross section results

in differences in attenuation of the intensities of neutrons having

opposite spin directions, hence the beam polarization is changed. In

these processes the neutron spins are not rotated. Depending on nuclear

polarization and sample magnetization the polarization of a neutron

beam may be decreased or increased by transmission. In principle, the

change in beam polarization can be calculated from the differential

cross section (2.3.6).

• '•$Μ
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Classieally speaking, if neutrons are submitted to a magnetic

field, the neutron spin will precess around the field direction as a

consequence of its magnetic moment. The angular velocity of precession

(Larmor frequency) is determined by the magnitude of the field and by

the neutron magnetic moment, see e.g. ref. 8. During one precession

period a neutron with energy Ε travels a (Larmor) distance L,

which is given by

where the neutron energy Ε is in eV and Η is the magnetic field in Oe.

Considering a polarized neutron beam different magnetic field

conditions along the beam can be distinguished:

a. If the magnetic field direction in the neutron centre of mass sys-

tem rotates slowly with respect to the Larmor frequency the neutron

spin will be able to follow the field variation i.e. the distance

over which the field rotates in the laboratory system should be

large compared to the Larmor distance. Then the beam polarization

is 'adiabatically' turned without significant depolarization.

b. If a reversal of the magnetic field direction occurs over a distance

much smaller than the Larmor distance, then the neutron spin is not

able to follow the field variation. Such a 'non-adiabatic' spin

turn in principle can be performed without significant depolarization.

c. If the magnetic field direction changes over a distance comparable

with the Larmor distance a severe beam depolarization may occur.

Using polarized neutrons a magnetic (guide) field parallel to the

neutron polarization is necessary along the beam in order to avoid depolar-

ization. In good magnetic guide fields the field direction is kept

constant along the beam. The magnitude of a guide field is less impor-

tant than the direction, although weak fields are easily disturbed by

stray magnetic fields of materials in the neighbourhood. For practical

guide field systems H s 100 Oe, which can easily be obtained with the

aid of permanent magnets or coils.

To match regions with different field directions, the direction of the

field along the beam has to rotate slowly from one direction to the other

(see a.) to avoid depolarization. Alternatively to match regions with

opposite field direction, the field variation could occur over a very short

distance (see b.)> for instance by using a 'current sheet'. m
•·· ••---/••• •:·-.{•}
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In ferromagnetic materials the domain size is of the order of 10 cm,

whereas the internal field may be something like 20 kOe; for thermal neu-

trons the Larmor distance and the domain size are of the same order of mag-

nitude. Unsaturated ferromagnetic materials may stronly reduce the polar-

ization of a transmitted beam. An extensive treatment of this subject

9)
has been given by Halpern and Holstein . They showed that even if the

magnetization is only 1% from saturation, the beam polarization after

transmission through a 1 cm thick sample having a domain size of
_3

2 χ 10 cm, is only 30% of its initial value.

For a quantitative discussion of polarized neutron transmission it

is convenient to introduce a mean free path for spin reversal. If η is

the number of traversing neutrons having a definite spin state, a fraction

Δη/η = ϋ.Δχ will undergo a spin-flip over a distance Δχ. D is the inverse

of the mean free path for spin reversal.

Assuming spin dependent nuclear forces, slow neutrons can change

their spin orientation by incoherent nuclear scattering. The probability

Q that a neutron spin will be flipped in a single collision is calculated

1) 2

by Halpern and Johnson . The maximum value of Q is ·?. The incoherent

nuclear scattering is usually described in terms of the spin dependent

scattering lengths a
+
 and a_ for the compound system with spin I + i

and I - j. The incoherent scattering cross section is determined by
2 2

I (I+l)(a
+
-a_) /(2I+1) . Hence incoherent scattering may significantly

contribute if one compound spin strongly dominates or if a and a have

opposite signs. Meyerhof and Nicodemus showed large neutron depolari-

zations by scattering from hydrogen (Q « 0.56 ± 0.10) and phosphorus

(Q = 0.73 ± 0.15). In neutron transmission, the spin-flip contribution

due to incoherent scattering may be taken to be included in the D-coeffi-

cient. For most targets with a reasonably high absorption cross section,

inc
« σ , this effect on spin reversal cait. be neglected.

ν.

ΐ,ν'
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2.5. Polarized Neutron Transmission

The transmission of a polarized neutron beam can be described by its

intensity and polarization. The intensitiy and polarization of the beam

are determined by the intensities n
+
 of two partial beams with f = ± I.

The intensities n
+
 change during passage through a thin layer with thick-

ness Δχ according to

Δη:
+
 = - Νσ

+
 n

+
 Δχ - D n

+
 Δχ + D n_ Δχ, (2.5.1)

where Ν is the density of the target in nuclei per cm
3
. The first term

refers to an intensity decrease due to capture and scattering. The

other two terms describe the spin reversal process.

n
+
(x)

Incident

Beam

η (x)

J Nα η Δχ
~2.~

Layer

s'

. I'!

Δχ

·'•. It.-:

fig. 2.4. Schematic drawing of Δη
+
 « - Νσ

+
 η

+
 Δχ ± D (η_ - η ) Δχ.

In a good geometry experiment loss of all scattered neutrons from

the transmitted beam may be assumed. According to eqs. (2.2.2) and (2.3.6)

the cross sections σ and σ__ for a monatomic material are given by
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σ = σ ± f, σ + σ + f. σ +
ί oa 1 pa os,nuc I ps,nuc

+ ƒ (do ± do . + f. do' . Jdfi =
os,mag p s , m t 1 ps . in t

(2.5.2)

oT
± f. σ „ + f, σ + σ

Ι ρΤ 1 ps.int ps,int'

where the integration over the solid angle ƒ do. dtt is replaced by σ..

The total cross section for unpolarized neutrons is defined by

σ _ = σ + σ + σ and σ _, = σ + σ is the total polar-
oT

 o a
 os.nuc os.mag pT pa ps.nuc

 r

ization cross section. If, due to the geometry of the experimental ar-

rangement, not all scattered neutrons are lost, attenuation factors

should be added to the scattering cross sections. For polyatomic

materials the cross sections should be summed over the various isotopes

and elements with proper weighting factors. Furthermore the differential

cross sections strongly depend on the orientation of the crystalline

structure of the target and the direction of magnetization relative to

the beam direction. Hence in general the cross sections in eq. (2.5.2)

are effective cross sections, depending on the specific experiment.

Though eq. (2.5,2) is not easily interpreted in terms of partial

cross sections, the polarization cross section σ _ is due only to

polarized nuclei. Hence σ and σ do not depend on the target

pa ps,nuc
 r β

orientation, direction of magnetization and so on, which is opposite

to the assumption in ref. 11. In the present investigation mainly this

polarization cross section is of interest, since it may yield infor-

mation on nuclear polarization.

Eqs. (2.5.1) represent two differential equations, coupled by the

spin-flip coefficient D. A general solution is given by
12)

• •Η

n
+
 (x) » e {n

+
 (o) [cosh KX +— sinh

+ n_ (o) — sinh K X } ,
4- Κ

(2.5.3)

where a · J Ν (σ + σ_) + D * N ( o
T
 + f

τ « J Ν (σ - σ_) » Ν (f, σ -.

.σ' . ) + D
I ps,int

σ_. _._) and
+ "-' " "1 "ρΤ "ps,int

y

The intensities of the partial beams incident on the target are denoted

by n
+
 (o) and χ is the traversed distance in the target. It is easily

derived from eq. (2.5.3) that the intensity η and polarization f
n
 of a

beam transmitted through a target with thickness t are given by
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η = η .e [κ coth Kt + D - τ f ]
ο η

I n

and f =
(κ coth Kt - D) fIn - τ

η
η (κ coth Kt + D) - τ f in

(2.5.4)

where nQ and f are the intensity and polarization of the incident beam.

For an incident unpolarized neutron beam, the polarization, ρ, after

transmission is given by

-τ
ic coth Kt + D

(2.5.5)

Hence ρ may be identified with the polarizing efficiency of the target.

In case of a 'thin' target, Kt « 1, the polarizing efficiency is in

good approximation given by

k
 -Dt

ρ « - Tte

For a target having small depolarization, Ό « κ, ρ is approximately

ρ ζ - tgh ft.

Substituting the polarizing efficiency in eqs. (2.5.4) gives

c.n with c
ο

-at ,. ,m,, , D . , .
e (1 + ρ f )(cosh Kt + — smh Kt)

and
+
 Μ )

 f
in

 +
η

1 + ρ f.in
(2.5.6)

Since ρ can have either sign, depending on the sign of τ, the polar-

izing efficiency may lead to polarization as well as to depolarization

of a traversing beam, which is initially polarized.

In the absence of nuclear polarization and magnetic scattering

(τ • ο) the transmitted intensity does not depend on neutron polarization,

whereas the beam polarization may still be affected by spin-flip processes.

In this case eqs. (2.5.6) are reduced to the familiar expressions

η * n
Q
exp(- Νσ

οΤ
ί) and f

Q
 * f*

n
 exp (- 2Dt).

The neutron beam may traverse regions, denoted by subscript i, with

different values of the characteristic quantities α., τ., D. and t..

These regions, for instance, may be the magnetic guide field, cryostat

windows, the target, etc. The intensity of the finally transmitted I:
; $ · ••
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btvim i s according to eq. ( 2 . 5 . 6 ) given by

η = η H e . , ( 2 . 5 . 7 )

where the c.-coefficient for each region is defined in eq. (2.5.6).

The initial polarization of a region is identical to the final polar-

ization of the preceding region. The polarization of the final I,

transmitted beam, in principle, can be calculated by repeated ap lication

of eq. (2.5.6).

Because of the (de)polarization characteristics of a sample and the

dependence of transmission on polarization, interchanging the order of

two (or more) samples may yield useful additional information. In this

respect the shim method should be mentioned. Shims are defined by a large

value of the depolarization parameter D and small cross section, for

instance, occurring in thin foils of unmagnetized iron. Shims can be

inserted at different positions along the beam giving complete depolar-

ization.

Transmission through a single sample depends almost only on scat-

tering and capture. Transmission through a second sample depends on the

polarization after transmission through the first sample, especially

if the second sample has high polarizing efficiency (analyzer). Hence

single transmission measurements are useful in studying the cross section

of a target; by using a good analyzer double transmission measurements

are sensitive in the study of the depolarization characteristics of the

target. In neutron diffraction work the magnetic scattering and the

polarizing efficiency of a target are studied in their dependence on the

magnetization. In those investigations measurements of the transmission

through one sample and through two samples are commonly referred to as

single and double transmission effect. In the present investigation the

polarization cross section σ
 T
 and the spin-flip coefficient D of a target

are most important. Hence σ _ and D are investigated by their dependence

on neutron polarization. To distinguish between the different types of

transmission measurements, the measurements on single transmission will

be here referred to as 'transmission effect' and on double transmission

as *polarization effect'.
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2.6. Transmission Effect

The transmission effect is defined by the dependence of the intensity

of a transmitted beam on the polarization of the incoming beam. If

n. and n
?
 are the intensities of the transmitted beam when the incident

beam has polarizations f . and f , respectively, the transmission effect
η ,i η,Λ

ε is defined as

"
 n
2

(2.6.1)

In case of a number of subsequent regions eq. (2.5.7) should be inserted

for n. and n„. However, all parts of the equipment in the neutron path

with polarization independent capture and scattering cross sections will

cancel as the c-coefficients for these regions do not depend on the in-

coming neutron polarization. Hence the influence of guide field,

cryostat windows, etc. are eliminated from eq. (2.6.1). If only the

target has polarization dependent capture and scattering cross sections the

equation is reduced to

c
l ~

C
2

(2.6.2)

:
^Mw

where c and c
?
 for the target are given by eq. (2.5.6). Substituting c.

and c- results to

where 2
 η,Ι ι

(2.6.3)

A neutron beam, with polarization f , entering the target may be

partly depolarized at the surface due to inhomogeneous magnetic fields

(fringing fields). The behaviour of the field in the neighbourhood of the

surface of a magnetized material may depend on the structure of the surface

and on the shape of the target. The surface layer in which depolarization

possibly occurs is supposed to be very thin, hence capture and scattering

will be neglected. The surface depolarization can be expressed by

f * Τ f , where f is the polarization of the incident beam and f
η η η η

is the actual polarization of the beam entering the target (- 1 < Τ < 1).

In fact all depolarization contributions before entering the target can

be included in T, i.e. all depolarization which is not due to polar-

ization dependent capture and scattering (fig. 2.5).
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fig. 2.5. Definition of the

target surface area

and guide field

depolarization factor T.

Incident

Beam

^ - f
l n
 = Tf

η η

I
Target

Surface Layer
: • ' / ' • ' '

The two different polarizations of the incident beam, by which the

transmission effect is defined, car. be related according to f „ = φ f ..

In polarized neutron experiments the polarization of the incident beam is

changed by a device which reverses the direction of polarization (e.g.

twisted guide field or spin resonance coil). According to the definition,

for such a device φ may be identified with its efficiency. In many

experimental arrangements φ approaches -5.

With the relations for the 'surface' depolarization coefficient Τ

and the spin-flip efficiency φ, eq. (2.6.3) reduces to

e
±
 = \ (! ± φ) Τ f° p, (2.6.4)

where f denotes the initial polarization of the beam. Obviously

|e
+
 |« 1, since |τ f° p|< 1 and φ χ - 1. Consequently the measured

transmission effect ε is according to eq. (2.6.3) in a good approximation

given by

ε - i (1 - Φ) Τ f° p. (2.6.5)

Using the approximated expression for p, for 'thin' targets the transmission

effect is given by

ε - -Ϊ (1 - φ)(Τ f° e"
Dt
)rt. (2.6.6)

•ii

mmm

For targets, having D « τ, e - - i (1 - φ)(Τ f°) tgh rt. For a qualitative

description of the transmission effect the thin target approximation will

MA
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further be used, as its analytical form provides an easy interpretation.

Since τ = Ν (f. σ _ + a
c
 . . ) , see eq. (2.5.3), the transmission effect

may be studied as to its dependence on nuclear polarization. At 'high'

temperature (f. = 0 ) the transmission effect is given by

D

e
o
 = - i (1 - φ)(Τ f° e"

Dt
)No .t. It should be remembered that

o
 i (1 φ)(Τ e )

 inJ
.t

is strongly dependent on details of structure, composition and orientation

of the target; it is not of specific interest for the experiments

reported in this thesis. For non-magnetic targets Z
Q
 = 0. The transmission

effect corrected for the high temperature contribution is given by

J> I

(f.) - ε (f.) - ε
1

(1 - φ)(Τ f° e
 D t
)N f, σ

ρ Τ
 t. (2.6.7)

As was discussed in chapter I the nuclear polarization can be varied

both by the temperature and by the nuclear polarizing field. The nuclear

polarization f. is generally expressed by (see section 1.7)

V
 B
I

(2.6.8)

The attenuation factor K
m
 is added to account for the possibility of

incomplete magnetization. Β
χ
 (β) is the Brillouin function, describing

the ideal nuclear polarization, and β is defined by β = u^/lkT, where

Η is the nuclear polarizing field and y is the nuclear magnetic

moment. The local field Η may consist of an externally applied field
1 - » • - * • - * •

Η , an effective field H
g f f

, or the sum of both E^ - H
e f f

 + H
e x t

·

For low degrees of nuclear polarization fj is in good approximation

(see section 1.7) given by

f
l 3 I k T*

hence the slope of the transmission effect as a function of the inversed

temperature 1/T is given by

Νσ _ t'K - —
pT m k

(2.6.9)

The quantity Τ f° e can be.determined from measurement of the polar-

ization effect (see section 2.7) and φ can be determined by shim

measurements. Generally speaking at most one quantity, either

"'&'•''••• V ~ ~-'^\^h
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Ίσ „t or Κ yH,/k can be determined from the slope. Varying the local
pT m l

field H, by varying the external field Η is suitable only if the

effective field is comparable to Η or if Η
 f
, = 0 (brute force polar-

ization). However one should be very careful in varying the external

field as both the magnitude and direction of the local field may be

affected. Furthermore the spin-flip coefficient D and the attenuation

factor Κ may be changed by the external field. In ferromagnetic targets
m

also hysteresis effects may occur.

For high degrees of nuclear polarization (f. > 0.5) the hyperfine

constant μΗ,/k and Νσ „t>K can in principle be determined from fitting
1 pT m

 1 3
x

the measured ε-' (Ι/Τ) curve to the shape of the Brillouin function

In the limit of very large nuclear polarizations (f. > 0.9) the trans-

mission effect reaches saturation. This value is given by

-1
r
° e~

Dt
)Na _t-K , yielding Νσ „t-K . From both

pi tn pi msat ' ' " "~ ~"n

the slope of ε' (1/T) at high temperature and the saturation value

yH../k can be determined with very high accuracy since all other quantities

are eliminated. The accuracy of the determined hyperfine constant is

mainly given by the accuracy of the transmission measurements, which can

easily be of the order of 0.1%. A good example of such high accuracy

13)
measurements can be found in ref. , where the hyperfine coupling

constant in Ho-metal is determined.

If determination of σ
 m
 = σ + σ from transmission measure-

pT pa ps,nuc

ments is possible, the contribution from capture and scattering can be

distinguished by varying the neutron energy Ε . At thermal energies
n
 -J

(far from resonances) σ will vary according to Ε , whereas σ
pa

 J
 η ps,nuc

will be constant. In this way the relative contribution of the two

14)
possible spin states in capture and scattering can be distinguished

2.7. Polarization Effect

The polarization effect is defined by the dependence of the polar-

ization of the transmitted beam on the polarization of the incident beam.

According to eq. (2.5-4) neutron transmission through a second sample

depends on the polarization after transmission through a preceding

sample (see fig. 2.8). In this way the second sample acts as an ana-

lyzer on the (de)polarization characteristics of the first sample.

(Note, that transmission is considered very generally, e.g. it"may.

include reflection.) ' , /

V - . - · -
1
 •' -

:

'•v.·
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Apart from the two samples, the traversed regions (guide fields,

cryostat windows, etc.) will be assumed to have zero polarizing efficiency,

i.e. no polarization dependent scattering occurs in these regions. Applying

eq. (2.6.1) to two samples, the polarization effect is given by

ζ =

where t and e. denote the individual transmission effect of the first
Ο A

(target) and second (analyzer) sample, defined by eq. (2.6.2). As the

transmission effect of the target is of the order of a few percent ,

the polarization effect is well approximated by

,•••· ί ' ,

(2.7.1)

According to eq. (2.6.5) ε. is given by

• /„in A _in Α,_

ε
Α
 - 1 (f

n
 j - f 2 >

Ρ
Α»

(2.7.2)

where p. denotes the polarizing efficiency of the analyzer. The incident
A

beam polarizations f . and f » refer to different initial beam polar-

izations f and φί .
η π

respectively (see section 2.6). Assuming equal

neutron depolarization Τ at both sides of the target, fin A is given by

,ιη A _ .out S ,out S . , , _
f * Τ f , where f is the beam polarization after trans-
n η η

mission through the target. Possibly occurring depolarization at the

surface and by the guide field are contained in T, defined in section 2.6.

Hence eq. (2.7.2) is given by

Ι τ f?
n,I

(2.7.3)

For small transmission effects ε it is easily derived from eq. (2.5.4)

S

that

f
out S „out S

n,I " n,2
-ο κ coth - Df
f
n κ coth Kt + D*

*)
Note: Polarising efficiencies (i.e. transmission effects) are usually

small, except for some cases, in particular, if the target

orientation favours a special reflection (see section 2.3).
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η

pouts

η

in A

Incident

Beam I
Ά

// τ
Λ// S

{//
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ν,

ν//
ν

ε Α
t

Guide ficJd

and front

surface area

depolarization

Sample I Guide field Sample 2 Neutron

(Target) and back (Analyzer) Counter

surface area

depolarization

fig. 2.6. Experimental arrangement in measurements on the

polarization effect. The guide field and surface

depolarization Τ is equal at both sides of the

target.

: • · « • ' " „ • :

The analyzing second sample can be selected to have a polarizing efficiency

equal to the neutron beam polarizer, that is P
A
 = f , where f is the

previously defined initial beam polarization. In the present investigation»

analyzer and initial beam polarizer are identical 92% Co - 8% Fe

single crystals, both mounted in (200)-reflection (see section 2.3).

Substituting eq. (2.7.3) the polarization effect is according to eq. (2.7.1)

given by

ς = f°\
2 K c o t h K t

 "
 D

f
n
)

 K c o t h
 -

κ Τ
— p .

.ϊϊ .: -.

For p. thin target the polarization effect corrected for the transmission

effect ε is given by

ς' - ς - - I (i -Φ)(τ f° e "
D t
)

2
.

η

(2.7.4)

Hence Τ f° e can be determined from the polarization effect, which

is useful in the interpretation of the transmission effect (see section

2.6). The .polarization effect shows the two different origins of beam

(de)polarization, as have been mentioned in section 2.4. Furthermore

the polarization effect is very powerful to obtain a qualitative impres-

sion of the experimental arrangement.
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' ï f ) the average neutron polar-For high polarization effects

ization in the target can be well estimated. If a small polarization

effect is observed, that is if strong depolarization occurs, the two

contributions, capture plus scattering and magnetic interaction, can

be easily distinguished by the transmission effect. If depolarization

originates from magnetic spin-flip, the surface and target contribution,

Τ and D respectively, in principle can be distinghuished by varying

the target thickness t. For surface depolarization ζ' will be practically

constant, whereas for magnetic depolarization one might expect In ζ' » t.

However change of target thickness may include change of T. Depolarization

by incomplete magnetization can, in principle, be concluded from hysteresis

effects (see next section).

1
 r-ΐ."•'.'.'

i

2.8. Discussion

The polarization effect was shown to be sensitive to the depolar-

ization coefficient D, which in turn is very sensitive to the state

of magnetization of the target. In those nuclear polarization experiments

in which the nuclei are polarized in ferromagnetic targets, the state

of magnetization is important and often not very well known due to de-

magnetizing fields (see chapter I). Then polarized neutrons are very

powerful to investigate the target magnetization.

If the saturation magnetization cannot be reached with the available

external field, hysteresis effects may show up both in the transmission

and polarization effect. This was experimentally shown in the transmission

of a slab of Ho-metal . In addition remanence may help to approach

the magnetic saturation in a relatively small external field.

The transmission effect can yield the polarizing efficiency of the

target and its dependence on nuclear polarization. In this sense it

can be studied in its dependence on temperature. In capture ganma-ray

studies the dependence of capture cross section on the relative polar-

ization of neutrons and nuclei, f.f, is most important.

The polarization effect yields information on magnetization and

neutron polarization. For capture gaaua-ray spectroscopy the quantity

f.f can be estimated from ζ and e« The neutron polarization f can,

in principle, be estimated froe ζ. The nuclear polarization f. can

be estimated either from the local (internal) field and the temperature

>.«.· • •

©i
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or from the transmission effect, assuming this effect is significant

(appreciable Nα „t - value). Still, one should realize that both

transmission and polarization effect refer to transmitted neutrons,

whereas the capture gamma-ray measurements correspond to captured

neutrons.

Hence measurements on the transmission and polarization effect are

suitable to give a qualitative impression of the experimental arrange-

ment. Due to the various uncertainties involved however, it is less

suitable to give a precise estimate of the relative nuclear and neutron

polarization f.f . It will be shown in this thesis that much more
ι η

accurate values for f.f can be determined directly from the capture

gamma radiation. Therefore the results obtained from the transmission

and the polarization effect will be mainly used in terms of consistency

checks. The present investigations show that no knowledge on the nuclear

orientation (internal field and temperature) is required for interpretation

of the capture gamma-ray data.

It should be noted, that so far only monoenergetic neutron trans-

mission is discussed. If the neutron beam is monochromatized at thermal

energy by Bragg reflection with only small higher (second) order

contamination, the given description will be satisfactory. Otherwise

ons should include the energy dependence of neutron transmission,

see for instance ref. 15.

i'
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C H A P T E R I I I

Gamma Radiation

-if

Abstract: Some general properties of gamma radiation are reviewed. A

genera] expression for the angular distribution of gamma-rays following

capture of (un)polarized thermal neutrons in (un)oriented nuclei is dis-

cussed. Polarized neutron transmission through a polarized target gives

rise to target thickness corrections.

3.1. Introduction

In 1940 Hamilton published the first experimental studies on angular

correlations of gamma cascades . Ten years later the first angular
2)

correlation experiment following polarized proton capture was performed

Such experiments have been carried out in a great variety of cases, also

including the angular correlation of γ-rays in cascades following neutron

capture. In these experiments the initial nuclear state was not oriented,

hence the theoretical expressions require a susssing over the magnetic sub-

states of the initial state with equal weights. In this period Biedenharn
3)

and Rose developed a detailed theory of angular correlations. Later the

theory was further refined; see for instance a review of angular correla-
4)

tion theory by Ferguson

Around 1950 the first experiments of gamma-rays emitted by oriented

nuclei were carried out. Hence there was a need for including nuclear

orientation in the theory of angular distributions. Both the angular

distribution and polarization of gamma radiation emitted from oriented

nuclei are extensively described in many articles, see e.g. Tolhoek

and Cox in ref. 5.

A short review of some definitions and a general outline for capture

gamma-ray emission may be useful here. The experimental conditions for

angular distribution and/or polarization measurements can be easily

derived from symmetry properties. In this way a qualitative insight

is obtained in the formulae describing the emission of capture g<

radiation.

g Τ tl· ' • - .
•>v
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3.2. General Features

The emission of a photon by a nucleus is induced by the interaction

of the electromagnetic field and nuclear currents. The interaction

Hamiltonian conserves parity i.e. if the nucleus decays by a photon transi-

tion between states of definite parity, the photon must have definite

parity too. Hence the photon wave function obeys φ (r) » ρ φ(- r), where

ρ is the eigenvalue of the parity operator (p * ± 1). Obviously for the

photon probability density φ (r) φ (r) « Φ (-r) φ (-r), that is the photon

emission probability W (r) is symmetric under space reflection. Fig· 3.1

shows the directional symmetry of emission (k is a polar vector), whereas

the nuclear spin (axial vector) is invariant un<ler reflection with

respect to a plane perpendicular to the nuclear spin; hence the gamma-

ray angular distribution is symmetric under spin reversal.

t

'ύ'

- - Hi.-- >&ï$

Source ι

W(TT-0)

Source

Ιί(Θ)

Mirror Plane

fig. 3.1. Gamma-ray angular distribution is symmetric with

respect to nuclear spin reversal i.e. W (©) * W (it

Photons have (intrinsic) spin 1 which can only be directed either

parallel or antiparallel to the direction of propagation. By definition

the state with parallel spin has left (hand) circular polarization,

the state in which the photon spin is directed antiparallel to the

direction of propagation has right (hand) circular polarization.

The polarization state ψ of a totally polarized plane wave is given by

a coherent superposition of the two basic states ψ- and ψ , representing

left and right circular polarization, respectively. Hence ψ « c. 4.. + c

1. The state in whichwith the normalization condition |c.| +|c I
0 0

|c, I »|c I » I is linearly polarized. A beam of photons is unpolar-

ized if all polarization states of the photons add incoherently in equal

* •· . -•,-

• • • * , ' ;
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amounts. Partially polarized beams can be described by an incoherent

sum of an unpolarized beam and a completely polarized beam.

As the photon spin (axial vector) is unaffected under reflection

with respect to a plane perpendicular to the spin, the circular polar-

ization changes sign under reflection, i.e. left circular polarization

turns into right circular polarization and vice versa, see fig. 3.2.

Note, that a state of linear polarization is unaffected under reflection.

Source

Right circular

Source

Left circular

Mirror Plane

fig. 3.2. Circular polarization changes sign under reflection.

Due to the spatial symmetry of the gamma-ray angular distribution with

respect to nuclear spin reversal, the probability for finding a photon

in one circular polarization state is equal to the probability for

finding the photon in the opposite circular polarization state if the

nuclear spin has equal probabilities for pointing in either direction.

For a fixed direction of the nuclear spin the circular polarization

angular distribution obeys the symmetry relation W , (Θ) * tf (ιτ-θ).
r,x i,r

'fhe intensity (including polarization) of the gamma radiation

emitted in a solid angle dfi at an angle Θ with the axis of quantization

can in general be expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials , that is

-Χ-'Ί-'Μ

ι (Θ) da ffc CS3k Pfe (cos Θ) 0,1 (3.2.1)

where the index ρ refers to the polarization of the radiation; f. is

the k-th orientation parameter of the emitting nucleus Λ The coefficients

A, depend on the character of the radiation and the nuclear spins; [S3.

denotes the detector efficiency and P, (cos Θ) is a Legendre polynomial
k

of order k, which has parity (-) .

•tap

;,Cv5,ï
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From the described properties of gamma radiation under nuclear

spin reversal the following general fitatements are easily verified

from eq. (3.2.1):

1. The gamma-ray angular distribution functions contain only even nuclear

orientation parameters.

2. Gamma radiation emitted by aligned nuclei cannot be circularly polar-

ized; however the radiation can still be linearly polarized.

3. The gamma radiation can be circularly polarized only if one or more

odd nuclear orientation parameters are unequal zero.

Since the gamma ray circular polarization is determined by the odd

nuclear orientation parameters, the; detector efficiency coefficients

can be defined by [Si * S for even k and [S
k
] = S., for odd k; S

Q

and S~ may be identified with the Stokes parameters, defined in ref. 4;

S- is the sensitivity of the detector to circular polarization.

Methods to obtain oriented nuclei have been described in chapter I.

It should be remarked here that capture of polarized neutrons in unoriented

nuclei results in polarized compound nuclei, i.e. f. φ 0, whereas all

higher order nuclear orientation parameters are identical zero (see also

the next section eq. 3.3.2).

3.3. Capture Gamma Radiation

As was discussed before, the experimental conditions for angular

distribution and/or circular polarization measurements are determined

by the symmetry of the nuclear spin orientation. As a consequer~.e of

angular momentum conservation, in thermal neutron capture the symmetry

properties of the spin orientation of the emitting compound nuclei must

obey the symmetry properties of the spin orientation of the neutron beam

plus target nuclei. In terms of beam and target orientation parameters, .

gamma-ray angular distribution is determined by unpolarized neutron

capture in aligned nuclei or polarized neutron capture in polarized nuclei.

The gamma-ray circular polarization is determined by unpolarized neutron

capture in polarized nuclei or polarized neutron capture in unoriented

or aligned nuclei. Note, that for thermal neutron capture in polarized

nuclei both anisotropic angular distribution and circular polarization

can be observed due to the non-vanishing nuclear alignment parameter.

I'!·.'"
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Nuclear

Orientation

Unoriented

Aligned

Polarized

Observable properties in thermal neutron capture

experiments

Unpolarized, isotropic gamma radiation

Angular Distribution and Linear Polarization

Linear and Circular Polarization and Angular

Distribution

Unoriented

Aligned

Polarized

Circular Polarization

Linear and Circular Polarization and Angular

Distribution

Linear and Circular Polarization and Angular

Distribution

The relation between the orientation of compound nuclei and target

plus thermal neutron beam (s-wave neutrons) is easily derived from the

statistical tensors, introduced by Fano , resulting to

•Γ»*
f

k
(j) Τ

2
k,

(n) f, (I)},

(n) f. (I), k > I,

(3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

where f. (n), f, (I) and f (J) denote the orientation parameters of

the incident neutrons, the target nuclei (spin I), and the compound

nuclei (spin J = I ± {), respectively; the (integer) values of k. and k»

are restricted to k. » 0,1 for s-wave neutrons and 0 ^ k„ ί 21 (see

chapter I). Due to angular momentum conservation k. and k2 are related

to k according to |k. - k,]s k < k. + k
0
 and k, + k_ + k is even

(conservation of orientation symmetry). The coefficients a, depend

only on J; ρ is identical to the statistical factor in Rose's expression

for the cross section of polarized thermal neutron capture in a single

J-state for polarized target nuclei, that is p, « 1/(1+1) for J * I + \

and ρ * -1 for J *I - \ (see section 2.2.).

J

Eq. (3.2.1) can straight-forwardly be evaluated for capture gamma

radiation, see ref. 4, resulting to eq. (3.4.1). A slightly different

approach may provide insight to this equation. First gamma radiation

from neutron capture in single J-states will be considered. Next the

more general situation is discussed in which capture may occur in a

manifold of states, which may be distinguished according to the compound

spin i.e. either spin J » I + J or J' • I - J,

-it <•'
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•1

The reaction scheme for a particular gamma transition following

thermal neutron capture in nuclei with spin I is shown in fig. 3.3.

A+l
z

fig. 3.3. Reaction scheme for neutron

capture in a single J-state.

The target nucleus is denoted by

A A+l

Z, the final nucleus is Z.

All capturing states have definite

spin J. The gamma transition is

denoted by γ, for which- the highest

multipole order is L. The spin of

the state populated by γ. is denoted

by I-.

The response of a detector for gamma radiation emitted by oriented

spin-J nuclei in a solid angle dQ at an angle Θ with the orientation

axis can be expressed in terms of the totally emitted intensity I

and the probability W(0) for emission in a direction Θ according to

Ι (Θ) dü = S I W (Θ) (3.3.3)

•*-M&

S denotes the efficiency of the detector for the particular gamma

transition.

For a thin target the total intensity I per unit of time is given by

i Y - « t n V <i +p j f 1 f n xr £ /r t >.

where Ν Φ σ
ο
 (1 + ρ

τ
 f,f )t is the total neutron capture and Γ,/Γ

η a j ι η cc

is the probability for the particular transition γ-, Γ. and Γ being

the partial and total radiation widths, respectively. The polarization

of the neutron beam and of the target are abbreviated by f and f.,

η
 3
 ι

respectively. H is the density of the target in nuclei per cm , Φ

is the neutron intensity, t is the target thickness and σ is the

cross section for unpolarized neutron capture. Note, that the parameters

σ , Γ, and Γ depend on the spin J of the compound state.

The probability function W(0) can be obtained by normalizing

eq. (3.2.1) to unity, that is

W(0) + Σ ^ f
fc
 (J) P

k
 (cos 0)/f

o
 (J), k - 1.....2L,

h;'

•M
Ü
Üif

•

s:m/ •
1 -S#^
Ι' •^^'·
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where k! is given by AJ" = A^/A and depends on the character of the

radiation and on the initial and final spin, J and I
f
 respectively. The

orientation parameters f. (J) of the compound nuclei are given

by eqs. (3.3.1-2). The quantity ίεΐ^

polarization sensitivity of the detector; Cel = 1 for even values of

k and [el = ε for odd values of k.

k c

Substituting I and W(Q) in eq. (3.3.3) gives for the detector response

CS]
k
/S

Q
 accounts for the circular

1(0) dfi = Ν Φη o a t <r f /r t ) So {1 + f,fn +

(3.3.4)

k > 1

The attenuation factor Q. for the k-th order Legendre polynomial is due to

the detector finite size, that is

Q
k
 P

fc
 (cos Θ) Ξ ƒ (cos θ)

where the integral is over the detector solid angle. The coefficients

kjk2 k]k2 "

A, = a, AJ depend only on the character of the radiation and
Κ Κ- 1C

the spins J and I
f

fig. 3.4. Reaction scheme for

mixed capture in states

with spins J * I + \

and J' - I - |.

1
•J,J'

L,L'

A+l,

i

Eq. (3.3.4) is derived for neutron capture in states with definite

spin J. It still holds for nuclei with large thermal neutron capture cross

section (a single resonance strongly dominates) and neutrons are captured

in a single J-state. In general, however, neutron capture will simultaneously

occur in capturing states with spin J « I + J and in states with spin

J' * I - \. The occurrence of multiplicity in capturing states is due to

r , ; ^ ; · . '
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overlap of relatively wide neutron resonances, which may cover the energy

of the incident thermal neutrons. Consequently both spin states will

contribute in the gamma emission (sea fig. 3.A).

To describe the relative contribution of each compound spin state,

for each particular gamma transition following thermal neutron capture

a quantity a, can be defined. The definition of a, is to some extent

arbitrary. Throughout this thesis a, is defined as the relative contribution

of the highest compound state spin, J = I + J, to the total intensity

of the transition γ, in the case of unpolavized neutron capture. Hence

Ψ*; r
f>f

(3.3.5)

where T
f
 and F

f
 are the partial widths of the transition y

f
 for capture

in states with J = I + | and J' = I - £, respectively. Using eq. (3.3.5)

the quantity σ (Γ,/Γ ) in eq. (3.3.4) for a single J state can be expressed

in terms cf a
f
 according to

°a
 (
V

r
t> *

 a
f
 a
oa

 (
V

r
t> for J = I

(3.3.6)

and σ (Γ~/Γ~) = (l-a
f
) σ

ηα
 ΟΓ,/Γ ) for J' = I - J,

where σ" are the partial cross sections for capture in J = I ± | states

and σ is the total capture cross section for unpolari2ed neutrons (see
oa

chapter II, section 2.2); Γ is the total radiation width. The relative

contribution α of the highest spin state in σ is defined by ce = σ /σ
t oa t a <

(section 2.2); α can be calculated from the α,-values of the individual

*)
primary gamma transitions according to

oa

«t • Σ «
f
 r

f
 /r

t
 - Σ -r

£
 «

£
 . (3.3.7)

where I^ is the relative strength of the transition γ,. The summation is

over all primary transitions.

*)
Note: Gamma transitions originating from neutron capturing states are

usually called primary transitions. Transitions originating from

a lower (bound) level are called secondary transitions.

0m
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The detector response for the transition γ_ can be obtained by

sunning eq. (3.3.4) incoherently over the different compound state spins,

that is Ι(Θ) dfi = I
+
 (Θ) dü + I_ (0) dÏl, where the subscripts + and -

refer to the compound spins J = I + J and J' = I - i, respectively. Using

the relations (3.3.6) the detector response can be written in the form

0)},I<9)dQ - A°° So{1 + A^ f lf n + I k ζ ^ ^

where the several A-coefficients are to be identified with

Α°°= Ν Φ σ t (Γ,/Γ), Α
Μ
= ~ ~ α, -

ο η oa f t ' ο 1+1 f (3.3.8)

and (J - I + I) + O - a
f
) A

k

k k
(J - I -

Channel Spin Interference. The coefficients A, in eq. (3.3.8) are

obtained by an incoherent summing of the gamma-ray intensities originating

from different channel spins. However, as has been pointed out by Honzatko

and Kajfosz , interference between the different spin state contributions

will occur. Hence the parameters A. show interference terms, except for

the coefficients A and A , which are related only to the neutron capture

process.

Channel spin interference may be compared with the light interference

in Young's experiment, in which coherent light shows interference pat-

terns after passing a screen through two slits. Similarly, interference

occurs in capture gamma radiation, in which the capturing states with

different spins are to be compared with the slits in Young's experiment,

and the gamma-ray angular distribution depending on the direction Θ is

to be compared with the position dependent light intensity.

The parameters A. are not given by the incoherent sum of the two

intensities (sum of squared amplitudes), but by the coherent sum, i.e.

the squared sum of the two amplitudes. Consequently the coefficients
k
l

k
2

A, defined in eq. (3.3.8) have to be replaced by expressions of the

following form

A^ = a a
f
 + b (I - a

f
) + c Va

f
 (1 - a )',

[••'· i V< .

.'*',
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kjk2 k k k k
where a = Av (J = I + J), b = A ( J ' = I - | ) and c = A,/ (J = I +

J ' = I - I ) . The extra term accounts for the channel spin interference

and the ± sign corresponds to whether the interference is constructive
ι ko

or destructive. The typical behaviour of the coefficients A is

illustrated in fig. 3.5.

, I;

I

• \

-:U:-i

•'if'·'' "·*'·.

J=I+|

fig. 3.5. Typical behaviour of the coefficients A,
k
l

k
2

= a

+ b (i - a
f
) ± c Va

f
 (1 - a

f
)'. The dots denote the

situation in which only one channel spin contributes

in the gamma radiation. The straight line corresponds

to the possible values for two contributing channel

spins while neglecting interference. The ellipse

gives the actual values for A, including channel

spin interference when capturing states with different

spins contribute.

(note: the straight line is not the main axis of the

ellipse).

{

Wfi.ï-,

: * : * . •
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3.4. The Α-coefficients

In the preceding section a qualitative expression has been given

for the detector response to a gamma transition γ,; the reaction scheme

is shown in fig. 3.4. Omitting the solid angle dQ, at the left side in

eq. (3.3.8) the detector response in a direction Θ with respect to the

axis of quantization can be written in the form

k k ,
Ι(θ) - I CS3]k A ' ί ffc (n) fk (I) Qk Pk(cos 0), (3.4.1)

where the coefficients tS.,3. are the Stokes parameters defined in ref. 4.

The integers k, k. and k~ are restricted to the values

0 < kj < 1, 0 < k2 < 21,

|k. - k j ί k < k. + k2 and kj + k2 + k is even.

k,k2

Explicit expressions of A. are derived in ref. 8; they are given by

(3.4.2)

(-)
- *

(I J J' kjk
2
k) Zj (L J L' J

1
; I

f
 k) R (J,L) R (J'.L'),

where the summation i s over J , J ' , L, L' and

Β (I J J ' kjk2k)

k, /2k, \f(2k9 + 1)(2I - k?)Mi2 ( ) ? J
1)(2I - k?)Mi

, k 2 ^ , ) ! J
(1 i J ,

0 k, O|kO) {l J J ' } ,

(L J L' J 1 ; I f k) -

: - ) k " L + L ' " ' £ i' 5 5 ' C (L 1 L' - l | k O ) W (L J L' J ' ; I . k ) ,

R (J,L)

•"if - '
- " " ί ί . Μ '

-ν"-··- mi

The coefficient Β concerns the angular momentum coupling in thermal

neutron capture. The coefficient Z. concerns the angular momentum in

the gamma transition. The product term of the reduced matrix elements, R,

contains the neutron capture parameters and the transition probabilities;

5*'
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{".."."} are Wigner 9j-coefficients, W (L J L' J'; L k) are Racah coeffi-• · · r
cients and C (j, m. j„ m

0
 I j m) are Clebsch-Gordon coefficients;

. ι ι ζ ι /

k abbreviates (2k + I) .

Restrictions on k and I- follow from the triangle conditions on

the Racah coefficients:

|L - L'|< k < L + L' and |j - J'|< k < J + J',

|L - J|s I
f
 < L + J and ]L' - J'|< I < L' + J'.

(3.4.3)

For k = 0 the restricting conditions imply k
?
 = k. =0,1, i.e.

~oo ~11oooo ~11
only the coefficients A and A occur. Furthermore J · J

o o
I - | or

I + i, i.e. no cross terms containing different channel spins appear

since, as was discussed in the preceding section, these coefficients

concern only the neutron capture. Moreover L' = L, i.e. no cross term

containing different gamma-ray multipolarities occur, hence no

interference terms between different multipoles appear. The following

expressions for A ° and A are obtained:
oo

"OO L L)|
2
 • ̂  H I R (j· - ι - i. L)|

2
,

L j

2
t

(3.4.4)

i + i, U|m
L ι

ΣΙΣ
L j

- i.
(3.4.5)

The summation over i is over all capturing states with spin J = I + |;

the summation j is over all states with J = I - |. The summation over

L is over all possible gamma-ray multipolarities.

As was discussed in the preceding section A is the total intensity

of the transition γ-, hence the first and last term in eq. (3.4.4) may be

identified with the contribution from the compound state spins J = I + £

and I - i, respectively. The relative contribution of the highest spin

can be expressed in terms of the matrix element products according to

roo
A

I+l

21+1 Σ Ι Σ *
L i

I + (3.4.6)

•V-'

>:ê\

sn
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fig. 3.Ó. A as a function of

af for I = 2 ·

Defining Α 1 1
 Ξ Α

Π
/ Α

0 0
, the coefficient A

1 1
 is easily obtained from

0 0 0 Ο

eqs. (3.4.5-6):

21+1
"T+T

 a
f "

(3.4.7)

'M

The coefficient A gives the spin dependence for the strength of the
0

particular radiation 11 7

A is shown in fig. 3.6 for target spin I * ·=·

~
k
l

k
2

A
~ l 2

For k > 0 the coefficients A, are not so easy to evaluate since

both channel spin interference terms ( J φ J') and multipole interference

terms (L Φ L') appear. In this thesis primary gamma radiation will be

assumed to have pure dipole character, i.e. L = L' = 1. Since the gamma-

ray emission probability decreases rapidly with increasing multipole
9)

order of the radiation , relatively strong transitions in radiative

capture have presumably the lowest multipole order i.e. dipole radiation

(L= I). For the same multipole order the probability for electric
9)

radiation is much larger than for magnetic radiation . In several cases

the parity of the capturing state is opposite to the parities of the low-

lying levels of the product nucleus, hence transitions to these levels

have odd parity and the radiation is probably almost pure electric dipole

(El). For various transitions the parity can be obtained from the

1 -value in the (d,p)-reaction. If a transition has even parity a mixture

of magnetic dipole (Ml) and electric quadrupole (E2) radiation might

occur.

.^4'?
:
.V
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Ιη principle, the parity of the transition can be obtained from

linear polarization measurements, however, polarimeters have very small

efficiency at these high gamma-ray energies ( 5 - 8 MeV).

Assuming pure dipole radiation (L = L' = 1) k is restricted to

0 < k ί 2 and the possible values for the spin I, of the populated state

are limited to I
f
 = I - τ, I - -j, I + -j, I +' -r. For k = 1,2 evaluation

of eq. (3.4.2) yields expressions of the following form:

' \l Rj
i

b'|[ R_|
j

£ R
+
 I R* * [ R* [ R j . (3.4.8)

i J i J

where a
1
, b' and c' are coefficients depending on I, I-, k., k~ and k.

The quantities R and R_ are abbreviated notations for the matrix element

products R (J = I + | , L = l ) and R ( J ' = I - | , L = 1 ) , respectively.

The summations over i and j are defined as before. The non-vanishing

cross terms of the matrix element products give rise to channel spin

interference. The matrix element products are real quantities, hence

Throughout this thesis, by definition the plus sign is related to

constructive interference and the minus sign is related to destructive

interference. It should be noted that this nomenclature is rather

arbitrary since the coefficient c
1
 in eq. (3.4.8) may have either sign.

1 0 Λ* 1 0 *vr\ 1 O

By defining A, i A. /A , the coefficients A, can be written

in the following form:

.
k
l

k
2

a a
f
 + b (1 - a

f
) ± c Vot

f
 (1 - a

f
) , (3.4.9)

which is obtained by substituting the α,-definition in eq. (3.4.8).

The coefficients a, b and c depend on I, I
f
, k., k

2
 and k and can be

calculated by evaluating eq. (3.4.2). For pure dipole radiation the
k ik9

coefficients A. for both k * 1 and k * 2 are shown in fig. 3.7.
r-'*

"'M
-φ,
•ΜÉ
m

.• ; • 1

IJ
mm

1 %

• Φι '
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fig. 3.7. The coefficients A. (k =• 1,2) for pure dipole

transitions, and for target spin I « 7/2, depicted

as a function of the fraction α originating from

capturing states with spin J * I + \. The bold and

dashed lines correspond to constructive and de-

structive interference, respectively. The numbers

inside the figures are the possible final spins I-.
• ι

fcv
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Since the Α-coefficients depend on the spin I- of the populated

level, circular polarization and/or angular distribution measurements

are very useful in spin investigation. However, the coefficients usually

depend both on α and I-, hence at least two coefficients have to be

known for spin assignments. It is easily seen from fig. 3.7 that the

unambiguity of spin assignments depends, apart from the experimental

accuracy, on the determined coefficient(s) (the influence of interference!)

and on the particular transition. Combination of various A-coefficients

may lead to unambiguous spin assignment especially if also the interference

sign is taken into account.

Instead of using a,, the admixture of the channel spins can be

described in terms of resonance parameters of the capturing states

By the authors of ref. 8 the symbol η is defined by

10)

η cos [Ψ (J) - Φ (J
1
)]

I
f
|L||J

é i
in which Φ is the resonance phase shift which can be calculated from

tg φ = 2 (E - Ε )/Γ, where Ε and Γ are the energy and total width

of the resonance and Ε is the neutron energy. For resonances far from

the thermal region, i.e. JE - Ε | » Γ, cos [cp (J) - φ (J')] = + I.

In these terms a. is related to η according to

_ - (i-H ) n * .
2

I + (1+1) η

In terms of η the coefficients Α, can be written in the following
kiko 2

form: A. · a + b η + C T ) , where cr) is the interference term. The

advantage of using η instead of α, is the significance of the sign

of η corresponding to the sign of the interference. On the other

hand ct_ is directly interpretable in terms of the contribution of both

channel spins.

3.5 Target Thickness Corrections

Size effects may occur in experiments with polarized neutron beams

due to the finite size of the targets. As discussed in chapter II the

polarization of a neutron beam in general will depend on the penetration

in the target because of (de)polarizing processes. Extinction of the

beam intensity in the target occurs due to capture and scattering.
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For polarized targets the extinction also depends on the incoming neutron

polarization due to the spin dependence of capture and scattering cross

section. As will be shown size effects on the described gamma radiation

(eq. 3.4.1) are most easily corrected for by the simultaneously measured

transmission and polarization effect (see sections 2.6 and 2.7).

The terms occurring in the evaluation of eq. (3.4.1Jare proportional

to A°° and to A°° f (η). For a thin slice of the target with thickness

Δχ, A°° is given by A
0 0
 = Ν Φ α Δχ (r,/r„). To obtain correct expressions

ο ο n o a f t

for thick targets, eq. (3.4.1) has to be integrated over the target thickness

t. Hence integrals of the form J = ƒ* Φ (χ) dx and J. • Ι Φ (x) f (x) dx

o o n l o n n

will appear in the equations, where Φ (χ) is the total number of neutrons

and f (χ) is the neutron polarization at position χ in the target;

Φ (χ) is the neutron intensity integrated over the measuring time. If

n
+
 (x) and n_ (x) are the total numbers of neutrons with 'spin-up' and

'spin-down', respectively, the integrals can be expressed in terms of

n
+
 (x) and n_ (x) according to

and

J
o " C

J, Ξ

d x
»

f* « £ {n
+
 (χ) - n_ (χ)} dx,

where J is a 'flux-integral
1
 over the target and J-/J can be identified

Ο φ I O
with an effective neutron polarization f

η

Assuming that scattered neutrons are not seen in neutron capture the

quantities n
+
 (x) and n_ (x) are given by eq. (2.5.3), page 35. The quanti-

ties J and f can be calculated by evaluating the integrals, which result

to

J - Φ ί κ Β + ϋ - τ f
i n
K B -

οο η -

=ιη-,f
n
 - ί<κ Β - D) £*" - τ}/{κ Β + D - τ fj

n
},

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

in which 3 = {1 - exp [-(a ± κ) t]}/(a + κ) and Β = (B + fi )/(S - fi,).

The quantities α, κ, τ, and D are defined in eq. (2.5.3); f
i n
 is the

η

incident beam polarization and Φ is the total number of neutrons incident

upon the target during the whole irradiation time. The flux-integral

Μ:
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J
U
 for unpolarized neutrons and nuclei (α = Νσ „, τ = 0) is given by

Φ
ο
 (1 -

For a thin target, Νσ _,t << 1, J « Φ t.

roo
The coefficient A for a part icular garcaa transi t ion γ £ i s given

by (see eq. (3 .3 .8) : Φ t -+ J )

A0 0 = Ν J σ
ο ο oa

ι -";. ··,""-,-

The total intensity A of the transition in an experiment with both

neutrons and nuclei unpolarized is given by

.u oa £

-

-Nα „t
oT .

' >

which for a thin target turns into eq. (3.3.8), giving the previously

^ΌΟ
defined coefficient A without target thickness correction.

The flux integral J in an experiment with polarized neutrons and

nuclei can be expressed in terms of the integral J
u
 for an experiment

with unpolarized neutrons and nuclei. Defining relative flux-integrals

ν ν Vu
by J = J /Φ , J and J can for small depolarization D and <t « \ in1
 ο ο ο ο ο

good approximation be related according to

\ \
(3.5.4)

where ρ is the polarizing efficiency of the target in the polarization

experiment, as has been defined in section 2.5. The normal extinction of

the beam intensity after transmission through the sample in an unpolarized

experiment is described by J , whereas the term C-pf corrects for the

extinction due to the neutron and nuclear polarization. The C-coefficient

is defined by

c-I-
X

(3.5.5)

e -l

„t. For a thick target, Νσ _t » ], C equals zero, and forwhere χ * Νσ

a thin target, Νσ „t « I» C equals ji. For a precise calculation of the

correction factor both the polarizing efficiency ρ and the incident

i
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neutron polarization should be known. However, pf can be easily estimated

from the transmission effect ε. According to eq. (2.6.5) the transmission

effect is given by

i (I - Φ) pf
in

f j . ·•';

where φ is the efficiency of the spin flip device (usually φ « - 1);

the transmission effect is defined for the incident neutron polarizations

f*
n
 and φ f

i n
. Hence the pf

l n
 = 2 ε / ( 1 - φ ) » ε when the spinfUpper is

not in operation and pf = 2 φ ε ( 1 - φ ) » - ε when the spinf Upper is

switched on; ψ is assumed to be equal - 1. Since C < | the correction for

the target thickness due to both neutron and nuclear polarization is of

the order of the transmission effect, which is usually at most a few

percent.

Similarly the effective neutron polarization f in eq. (3.5.2)

can be expressed in terms of the polarization effect ζ. For small

values of

imated by

values of the depolarization coefficient D and Kt « 1, f is well approx-

ζ - ε (I - C)

-in"
(3.5.71

(1 + ε-C) f
η

When the spinflipper is switched on the effective neutron polarization may

be written as φ f , φ being the effective spin-flip efficiency, which is

given by

ζ - ε (1 + C)(i + ε-C)

ζ - ε (1 - C)(l -
 E
.C)·

(3.5.8)

In the case of small transmission effects φ is about equal to φ, i.e.

φ Μ - I .

In general target thickness corrections will be rather small, namely

a few percent. However, since gamma-ray intensities can be obtained with

relative uncertainties in the order of U , it is important to estimate

target thickness corrections fairly well using experimentally determined

transmission and polarization effects, which yield relative accuracies

in the order of 0,1%. Due to the usually small transmission effects the

target thickness correction on A can always be well estimated, even when

Na
o T
t is not well known (since 0 ί C < J). The accuracy of the correction
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inon the neutron polarization is mainly determined by the accuracy of f

According to eq. (2.7.4) for a thin target f
l n
 e~

 t
 = (ζ - Ε )

2
, where

Φ is taken equal to - 1 and f_
n
 = Τ f°, Τ being the target front surface

area (and guide field) depolarization and f° is the actual beam polarization.

For high polarization effects, i.e. (ζ- ε )
5
 « f°, the incident polarization

is well estimated by f = f , which can be determined with high accuracy.

In general some neutron depolarization will occur, say (ζ - ε)
1
 f» 0.90 f°

and the relative accuracy of the T-estimation is a few percent, since the

polarization effect cannot distinguish between Τ and D. As will be dis-

cussed in chapter IV, section 4.7, precise knowledge of f is not necessary

for the interpretation of the capture gamma-ray data described in this

thesis.

The target thickness corrections in polarization experiments as

discussed by Honzatko and Kajfosz in ref. 11, are given in terms of the

partial cross sections. These corrections can be reasonably well estimated

only if all contributing terms are known which is the case for a limited

number of nuclei. In addition the relevant parameters may be target

dependent (see chapter II). Hence the inclusive interpretation in terms

of the transmission and polarization effect is preferable.

3.6. Circular Polarization Measurements

As has been discussed in section 3.3 gamma-ray circular polarization

is determined by the odd k terms in the expansion of the gamma-ray

distribution and polarization function, i.e. the total spin orientation

(target plus neutron beam) should not be invariant under reflection of

the orientation axis. In particular for pure dipole radiation the

circular polarization is determined by the k = I term in eq. (3.4.1).

Gamma-ray circular polarization does not occur in directions perpen-

dicular to the orientation axis; P. (cos π/2) • 0 for odd k-values.

Since Legendre polynomials of odd order reach extreme values for Θ = 0

and Θ * TT, + I and - 1 respectively, circular polarization measurements

are preferably carried out in directions parallel or antiparallel to

the direction of quantization.

To obtain Α-coefficients from circular polarization measurements

the efficiency ε
£
 (- S

3
/S

Q
) of the polarimeter has to be known. In a usual

procedure absolute polarimeter calibration is carried out by measuring

•V,q|

, j;- \'
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the polarimeter efficiency for a well-known gamma-ray transition, such

as the intense 5.42 MeV line in the S (n.Y)-reaction. The numerically

calculated energy dependence of the polarimeter can be attached to the

ε -value at 5.42 MeV. The present polarimeters for circular polarization

have low detection efficiencies e , namely of the order of 0.01.

Consequently high counting rates are required in order to obtain intensi-

ties with a relative accuracy in the order of 0.1%.

The experimental conditions for capture gamms-ray circular polar-

ization measurements have been given in section 3-. 3· In the following

the various possibilities will be discussed. Ir. most experimental arrange-

ments the detector solid angle attenuation factors Q, closely approach

unity. Since the factors are not essential in the following discussion all

Q, will be taken identical to unity.

3.6Α Unpolarized Neutron Capture·

For pure dipole transitions following unpolcrized neutron capture

the response of a detector sensitive to circular polarization is given by

ΚΘ) = A°° S
o
 {1 + A°' f, (cos Θ) + A°

2
(cos Θ)},

(3.6.1)

Θ being the direction of measurement with respect to the orientation

axis; f and f
?
 are the nuclear polarization and alignment parameters. Target

thickness corrections, in principle, are required as the target may have a

non-vanishing polarizing efficiency due to the nuclear polarization and

as a consequence the beam is polarized during transmission through

the target. The polarizing efficiency of the target is of the order of

the transmission effect i.e. in the order of a few percent, hence these

corrections can be neglected.

Note that, though f, can be often neglected with respect to f.,

the alignment term in eq. (3.6.1) will usually largely exceed the polar-

ization term due to the small value of ε .

c

The two contributions can be separated experimentally by using two

detectors in opposite directions along the orientation axis. For the two

detectors the gamma-ray response is given by f'
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A°
l

A°
2

I , ( θ = 0 ) = A 0 0 S . i l + e . A ° l f. + A ° 2 f , } ,
1 oo,l c , l l l 2 1

I„ (Θ = ir) = A°° S
n
 . {I - ε , A°' f.

 +
 A°

2
 f }.

Z O O,/ C,£ I 1 i e

The reduced intensities I. = I./A S . can be easily obtained from a

ι ι ο ο,ι
 J

room temperature measurement (see chapter IV, section 4.6). The coefficients

A and A_ can be easily obtained from

l\ - l2 = ( e c , l + E c , 2 ) A l f l '

and
c,

ν

c,I I c,I c,<
\
02
 f ).

2 2'

The occurrence of two polarimeter efficiencies introduces appreciable

uncertainties. The problem however can be easily reduced to the requirement

of one absolute calibration, since the polarimeter efficiencies of the

detectors can be very accurately calibrated relative to each other.

Especially the coefficient A. is interesting for spin investigation

by thermal neutron capture as it is rather uniquely defined for each possible

02
final spin, see fig. 3.7. The A„ -value can be obtained with similar or

better accuracy compared to A. , even for rather low degrees of nuclear

alignment. The circular polarization measurement has a disadvantage

compared to anisotropy experiments because of the small efficiency ε .

i
-t

So far experiments for A. -determination have not been carried

out. Comparison can be made with the existing experiments mentioned under

3.6B. The gamma-ray circular polarization can be expressed in terras of

the polarization f. (J) of the compound states (see section 3.2). If

f. (J) denotes the compound spin polarization for unpolarized neutron

capture in polarized nuclei and f. (J) is the compound spin polarization

for polarized neutron capture in unpolarized nuclei, then

f. (J)/f. (J) » ·?• f /f., where f. is the target polarization and f is

the neutron polarization. Hence to obtain comparable experimental results

f. should be about 30/S. The proposed experiment would not require a

. 01 02

polarized beam. Further, two coefficients, A. and A. , can be obtained

which both have rather moderate interference contribution.

•el'-
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3.6B Polarized Neutron Capture.

For pure dipole transitions following polarized neutron capture

in unoriented nuclei the detector response is given by

1 ( 0 ) = A°° S {1 + ε λ ! 0 f P . ( c o s Θ ) } .
oo c J η 1

(3.6.2)

'-'il

Τ-
•f:

•-•·£

mfimmm

Target thickness correction on the neutron polarization is necessary in

the presence of neutron depolarizing processes, hence the neutron polar-

ization is denoted by f . Due to the large interference contribution
n
 . 10

for non-zero spin target nuclei, experimental values for A. do not

define the final spin of the gamma transition uniquely (see fig. 3.7).

For zero-spin target nuclei only one capturing state spin (J = i)

contributes in the gamma radiation. Consequently neither capture admixture

( a = 1 ) nor spin interference occurs in the coefficient A. . For pure

dipole radiation the populated nuclear states have either spin

l = 7 (A
1 0
 = + 1.0) or I. = | (A

1 0
 = - 0.5), hence I

f
 can be assigned

10
from the experimentally determined sign of the coefficient A^ in such

cases.

The coefficient A. can be most easily obtained by successive

* *
measurements with opposite neutron polarizations f and - f yielding

η η

the counting rates I. and I„, which result to

Ί ε Α,
10
 f* P, (cos Θ),

c l η 1

Note that, the effective spinflip efficiency φ is identical to φ, since

the transmission effect equals zero; φ is taken equal to - 1. The direction

of measurement is usually taken Θ = 0 or θ = ir. The quantity e f should

be obtained from calibration.

Circular polarization measurements of gamma radiation following

polarized neutron capture in unoriented nuclei have been carried out by

many groups. For about 10 years these experiments are carried out at the

High Flux Reactor by Abrahams, Stecher-Rasmussen and Kopecky, see refs.

12 and 13.

In experiments using two (or more) polarimeters the absolute calibration

problem can easily be reduced to the absolute calibration of a single

polarimeter by the above described experiment. Following the discussed
t£;

;
r

:wN-'

•"-
 (
 ̂ 5-S
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procedure the relative efficiency ε ./ε „ for the polarimeters
C , l C , ί

can be obtained for many transitions. It can be easily seen that

in the relative calibration the coefficient A. cancels, hence the observed

transitions may be even unknown. For identical polarimeters (equal

dimensions, same material and magnetization) the relative efficiency

does not depend on the gamma-ray energy. In this way relative polarimeter

calibration can be obtained with high precision by averaging over many
59

transitions over the whole energy range of interest, e.g. the Co (η,γ)-

reaction shows several strong transitions over a wide energy region.

It should be noted that in case of an aligned target the detector

response is given by

Ι(Θ) = A
0 0
 S {1 + ε f* [A|°+ A?

2
 f,] P. (cos Θ)}.

o o c η 1 1 2 1

Due to the usually small f„-values che extra term does not significantly

contribute in the circular polarization. Consequently circular polarization

measurements with aligned targets are interesting only if high degrees

of nuclear alignment can be achieved.

3.7. Angular Distribution Measurements

The gamma-ray angular distribution is determined by the even

k-terms in the expansion of eq. (3.4.1). For pure dipole radiation this

in particular signifies that only a k = 2 term contributes.

The advantage of angular distribution measurements compared to

circular polarization measurements is that no high counting rates are

required (no e -dependence).

The experimental conditions for angular distribution measurements

on capture radiation have been treated in section 3.3. In the following

the various possibilities will be discussed. For simplicity the solid

angle attenuation factors are again taken equal to unity.

3.7A Vnpolapized Neutron Capture,

To observe anisotropy in the gamma-ray angular distribution the

target must have a non-vanishing alignment parameter f„. Evaluating

eq. (3.4.1) for pure dipole radiation gives for the response of a

•.. '-1 :

, " , : ; • ! •

i
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detector

1(0) = A°° S {1 + A?
2
 f, P, (cos Θ)}.

o o ί ί ι.
(3.7.1)

From a high te- ,<;rature (f„ = 0) measurement the reduced intensity

1(0) = I(0)/A
00
 S can be obtained (see chapter IV, section A.6). No

o o

target thickness corrections are required since both neutrons and nuclei

02
are unpolarized. The coefficient A_ can be easily obtained from

ν 02

1(0) - I = A
2
 f

2
 P

2
 (cos θ). •

-if ' ft.

Wk
:s~ . -'T ' ·

The nuclear alignment f„ can be determined from a) a transition having

known characteristics and/or b) the temperature and the hyperfine interaction

parameters. The direction of measurement is preferably chosen parallel

to the orientation axis, where P„ (cos Θ) reaches its maximum value + 1.

02
To avoid a high temperature calibration A„ ^2

 c a n
 ^

e
 obtained

from simultaneous measurements with two detectors in different directions

e.g. 0 = 0 and Θ
?
 = π/2. The ratio of the counting rates in both detectors

gives

Ι, (θ = 0) S
o,l

π/2)

02

S (1 - \ f
2
)

To obtain A- f- it suffices to perform a relative efficiency calibration

S ,/S „ of the two detectors, which can be done with high precision

over the whole energy region in an (independent) room temperature

02
measurement. The advantage is that A- can be obtained utilizing only

the data accumulated with aligned nuclei.

02
As will be clear from figure 3.7, experimental values for A„

in general do not define the final spin of the gamma transition. By

choosing nuclei with large cross section due to a neutron resonance

close to the thermal energy, transitions having rather definite

α-value can be investigated (either α « 0 or α w 1). For these cases

the final spin
02

is almost uniquely defined by the A. -value.

Measurements on the angular distribution of gamma radiation following

unpolarized neutron capture in aligned nuclei have been carried out for

the first time at the High Flux Reactor in Petten by Postma
14)

•*<*." • ·- ·

•si;
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This has been followed by a series of anisotropy measurements by Postma,

Reddingius and Mellema, see refs. 15 and 16. Originally this kind of

work has been limited to target nuclei with large cross section and spins

have been extracted in a very direct manner. As a logical continuation

the investigations have been extended to nuclei in which capturing states

with different spin simultaneously contribute, leading to the experiment

as mentioned under 3.7B.

i
;
 >.'('

iJ

3.7B Polarised Neutron Capture.

The detector response for gamma radiation following polarized neutron

capture in polarized nuclei is for pure dipole transitions given by

ΚΘ) A°° S
noo

A
ll
f.f* + CA"f,f*

o l n 2 Ι η °
2
 f,

2 1

(cos Θ)'

(3.7.2)

The A -term in eq. (3.7.2) accounts for the partial cross section

dependence on the polarization of neutrons and nuclei. The latter,

much more complicated term between square brackets, describes the angular

distribution due to the alignment of the compound spin system. To include

possible occurrence of neutron (de)polarizing processes the effective

neutron polarization f is introduced.

Compared to the various experiments discussed before, determination

of the individual contributions is much more complicated. However, more

information on gamma transitions is obtained. The reduced intensity

S can be ob(ained from a high temperature measurement.Ϊ(Θ) - Ι(θ)/Ϊ

Note, that target thickness corrections on A"" have to be taken into

account due to the neutron and nuclear polarization. By simultaneous

measurements at different angles 0. » 0 and Θ_ = ττ/2, the capture cross

section contribution and the angular distribution contribution can be

separated. By carrying out the measurements for different neutron polar-

* * *
izations f and Φ f , the latter contribution can be split up further.

A detailed discussion of these experiments and the analysis is to be

found in chapter IV, sections 4.6 and 4.7.

The advantage of this experiment is that it yields at least two

A-coefficients, A and A,! . Provided that the degree of nuclear alignment f„

° 02 1 1 . .

is sufficient, also A» can be obtained. The coefficient A is uniquely
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defined in α (see fig. 3.6). The coefficient A„ cannot distinguish between

the spins 2 and 4 for transitions having α « 0 and between the spins

3 and 5 for transitions having α « 1 (see fig. 3.7). Hence for these

02 · •

transitions additional information is required from A„ , or from coefficients

occuring in the experiments described before.

For low degrees of nuclear orientation the terms in f
9
 and f- can be

neglected compared to the terms containing f.f . In this case eq. (3.7.2)

reduces to

ΚΘ) = A°° S {1 + A
1
'f.f* + A ^

o o o l n 2
f* P, (cos Θ)}.
) η /.

Defining R(0) - (I. (0) - l~ (0))/(I. (0) + I„ (0)), where the subscripts
1 2 1 I * * *

f respectively,I and 2 refer to different neutron polarizations, f and ,

the coefficients A and A„ can be approximated in terms of R(9

R(0 = ir/2), see ref. 18:

'I'-w-i*

0) and

1 η

and
11 2 R(0) - RU/2)_ _

f
l

f
n

F (t) is a target thickness correction function and ρ is the statistical

factor in the total capture cross section.

The first experimental studies on gamma radiation following polarized

neutron capture in polarized nuclei have been started in 1970 in Petten by

Reddingius et at. and in Prague by Honzatko et at. . The gamma-ray

intensities, measured for opposite incident neutron polarizations at

two different angles, 0 = 0 and Θ • π/2, by these authors have been

fitted to eq. (3.7.2). To evaluate eq. (3.7.2) all nuclear orientation

parameters involved and the neutron polarization, as well as all contributing

partial cross sections had to be introduced. In this way an appreciable

uncertainty is introduced into the theoretical curve to which the exper~

imental results are to be compared. However the partial cross sections

are sufficiently well known for only a few nuclei (e.g. Co and Ho).

Further uncertainty is introduced since f.f has to be estimated indirectly.

In this thesis a generally applicable analysis of the here described

angular distribution experiment is presented. In the study on two reactions,

W
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Co(n,Y) and Ηο(η,γ), having intermediate (f. «s 0.3) and high

(f. w 0.8) nuclear polarization, respectively, it is shown that in the

analysis the neutron and nuclear polarization are not required to be known

in advance. Furthermore the angular distribution data are corrected for

target thickness corrections in a direct manner utilizing the measured

transmission effect. Therefore knowledge of the partial cross sections is

not required.

3.8. Discussion

So far only primary gamma radiation is discussed. In addition also

secondary transitions may be investigated, in particular their angular

distribution. Secondary transitions have much lower energy (E < 1 MeV)

and often mixed multipolarities. Due to the number of parameters involved>

secondary transitions on their own give usually no conclusive information

on spins of levels; additional information from primary gamma transitions

or from other experiments is required.

An alternative method is the gamma-gamma angular correlation technique.

By observing secondary gamma-rays in coincidence with primary or other

secondary transitions, as a function of the relative angle, information

about spins of levels can be gained. Such experiments have been carried

out at several reactors, including the High Flux Reactor in Petten,

see ref. 20. The number of parameters involved in angular correlation

work can be reduced by choosing nuclei with zero spin, providing

& fixed initial spin for the primary transitions.

It may be useful to summarize the experimental possibilities for

spin investigation by direct mehtods from capture radiation.

For zero-spin target nuclei only one channel spin contributes in the

thermal neutron capture. In that case determination of one coefficient

may suffice for unambiguous spin assignments from primary transitions.

Circular polarization measurements following polarized neutron capture

is the obvious possibility (see section 3.6B). The sign of the circular

polarization coefficient A, suffices to distinguish between the final

1 3

spins I, « -x and L » τ (see e.g. refs. 12 and 13). However, due to the

small polarimeter efficiency only strong primary transitions can be inves-

tigated. Angular correlation studies may yield more complete pictures of

nuclear level schemes, especially with respect to multipole mixing ratios
M<

Λ Λ ' "Τ
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and low-energy gamma transitions (see e.g. ref. 21)· The results of

gamma-gamma angular correlation experiments can be usefully combined with

22)
circular polarization measurements to obtain spin assignments

For non-zero spin target nuclei at least two A-coefficients are required

for unambiguous spin assignments. For a few non-zero spin nuclei

149
(e.g. Sm) only one channel contributes in the thermal neutron capture

and one A-coefficient may suffice . A nuclear alignment experiment, as

02
described in section 3.7A, yielding the coefficient A- seems to be most

obvious for such nuclides. Two A-coefficients can be obtained simultaneously

only from nuclear polarization experiments (see sections 3.6A and 3.7B).

Angular distribution measurements on polarized-neutron capture gamma

radiation are to be favoured because of the obtainable accuracy

(no ε -dependence). In addition the angular distribution of secondary

transitions can be used for the purpose of spin assignments (see refs. 15

and 16).

Thus far only pure-dipole transitions have been considered. A mixed-

multipole transition (e.g. M1-E2) has to be described by four parameters:

a, I, and two multipole mixing ratios δ and δ . The latter are related
r — +

to transitions from compound states with spin I - £ and I + | respectively.

Due to the occurrence of L=2-radiation, also terms with k » 3,4 should

be included to describe the gamma emission in experiments with oriented

nuclei; since the nuclear orientation parameters decrease rapidly with

increasing order usually these terms can be neglected. The A-coefficients

for k = 1 and k = 2 as defined in section 3.4 are modified due to the

quadrupole admixture, as they will depend on δ_ and δ as well as on α

and I
f
. Since the multipole components may interfere, preferably more than

four Α-coefficients have to be known. At present the experiments mentioned

in sections 3.6B and 3.7A-B can be carried out at the High Flux Reactor in

Petten, yielding the coefficients A. , A and A„ . Hence to include

multipole mixing in the investigations and to test the pure-dipole assump-

tion it would be advisable to develop the experiment proposed under 3.6A,

i.e. circular polarization study on gamma radiation following unpolarized

neutron capture in polarized nuclei.

I:
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C H A P T E R IV

Experimental Arrangement and Data Analysis

Abstract: A description of the experimental arrangement is given and

special altention is drawn to aspects, which are specific for the pre-

sent investigation. The set-up of the gaimna-ray angular distribution

measurements is discussed in detail. It will be shown that for spin in-

vestigation it is not necessary to know the nuclear orientation para-

meters precisely in advance. The presented procedure also provides the

possibility to check the correctness of the data-analysis.

r
1 _*

4.1. Introduction

In 1965 Postma performed the first measurements on angular distri-

butions following unpolarized thermal neutron capture in aligned nuclei

(ref. 1). Initially the targets were cooled by adiabatic demagnetization

of suitable paramagnetic samples. The procedure of magnetization and de-

3 4

magnetization has been fully automated in 1967. In 1968 a He- He dilu-

tion refrigerator was designed providing the possibility to maintain low

temperatures for much longer periods, see ref. 2. Nuclear spin investigation

was carried out for several nuclei for which one compound spin strongly

dominates in thermal neutron capture. In those investigations both high

and low energy gamma-ray transitions have been included.

To investigate nuclei for which different compound spins contribute

in thermal neutron capture, both the neutrons and nuclei should be po-
3)

forlarized. In 1970 a polarized neutron bean: was set up by Reddingius

this purpose. From then on the conventional demagnetization magnet

(15 kOe) was used to achieve nuclear polarization in ferromagnetic samples.

In 1974 a 50 kOe superconducting split pair magnet has been installed

in order to have a larger external field available, in particular, for

obtaining complete magnetization of ferromagnetic targets. Neutron depolari-

zation effects due to the magnet stray field could be avoided by the use

of shielding rings.

During the present investigation much attention is paid to improve

the neutron and gamma-ray background shielding. By the installation of

ma
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two high resolution Ge(Li)-detectors with appreciable efficiency the accu-

racy of the experimental results has been largely improved. Accuracy im-

provement also is obtained by doubling of the multichannel memory capa-

city allowing gamma-ray measurements in two different directions simul-

taneously. In this way the nuclear orientation parameters are identical

for the two measurements.

4.2. The Polarized Neutron Beam

The primary neutron beam from the reactor is diffracted at

(200)-planes of a f.c.c. single crystal of Co - 8% Fe (2.2x2.2x0.28 cm);

the angle between the primary and diffracted beam being 37 . In order

to obtain a polarized beam the crystal is magnetized along the CllQ]-

direction by a permanent magnet producing 3 kOe. The neutron energy

in the diffracted beam is 0.065 eV (ΔΕ ~ 0.003 eV), with higher order

contamination of less than 5%. It should be noted that the energy spread

of the diffracted beam is not important for the interpretation of the present

investigation. Higher order contamination might be disturbing because of

the dependence of capture cross section on neutron energy. Furthermore these

neutrons may have different polarization; since its contribution is only

small it will be neglected in the present work.

To analyse the polarization of the diffracted beam a crystal is

used which is identical to the diffraction crystal (see section 2.7).

Both crystals are mounted in transmission orientation (see fig. 4.1).

5 2
At the target position the flux is 10 neutrons/cm sec and the beam

polarization is O.97±O.O1.

Before entering the cryostat the beam is first collimated by a 2 cm

thick LiF-cylinder with an inner diameter of 2.2 cm. Inside the cryostat

the beam is collimated by an other LiF-cylinder of 6 cm long, 0.3 cm wall

thickness and an inner diameter of 2.5 cm. The Li of both cylinders is

enriched in Li.

To rotate the neutron polarization over 180 a radio frequency

coil (spinflipper) is installed between the diffraction crystal and

the cryostat. The efficiency φ of the spinflipper is measured by the

shim method to be φ * - 0.99±0.01. The radio-frequency method is

4)

described by Bloch et at. , who used it in the experimental deter-

mination of the neutron magnetic moment.

-m
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Λ schematic view of the beam set-up is shown in fig. 4.1. The

externally applied magnetic field at the target is parallel to the

guide field and is indicated by a bold arrow. With the aid of the spin-

flipper the neutron polarization can be set either parallel or anti-

parallel to this field. When the nuclear polarizing field in the sample

is the effective hyperfine field it can be either parallel (in case of

l 6 5
Ho) or antiparallel (in case of Co) to the external field.

t

• 'Ρ' · Vi'i

( external field
-

nuclear polarizing field

1 reactor vessel

2 polarizing CoFe crystal

3 beam catcher

4 spinflip device

5 magnetic shielding ring

6 superconducting magnet

7 target

β G« (Li)-detector

S BF3 -neutron counter

10 anolyzing Co Fe crystal

fig. 4.1. Schematic view of the polarized beam set-up (not to scale).
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To avoid depolarization of the neutron beam before entering the

cryostat a magnetic (guide) field is installed along the beam. The guide

field consists of two parallel rods (0.5 χ 3 cm) placed above and below

the beam at a mutual distance of 4 cm. The total length of the guide

field system is 3 m. The rods are ir^gnetized by permanent ferroxdure

magnets (3x2x0.5 cm), placed after each 5 cm, producing a guide field

of 200 Oe parallel to the neutron polarization. In behalf of the measure-

ments on the transmission and polarization effect a similar guide field

is installed behind the cryostat.

η

't
J

¥

Severe neutron beam depolarization may occur in the region where

the field of the superconducting magnet changes direction. Since this

region is inside the cryostat (about 1 cm from the outer vacuum can)

it can be hardly influenced by an external guide field. For a central

field above 3 kOe the magnetic field changes sign twice along the beam at

each side of the target (see fig. 4.2a). First the field direction

reverses when the stray field exceeds the guide field; it changes once

again when the central field exceeds the stray field. The field reversals

occur over distances of the order of 1 cm, hence serious depolarization

may be expected (see chapter II, section 2.4). Without taking special

measures complete depolarization of the beam has been observed above

3 kOe.

By placing rings of magnetically soft material around the beam

against the cryostat outer-can the stray field of the superconducting

magnet along the guide field can be reduced to get rid of depolarization

effects. Concomitantly the stray field inside the cryostat is 'pulled'

out and consequently the region where the field direction changes is moved

just outside of the cryostat, where it can be compensated by the guide

field (see fig. 4.2b). The magnetic shielding rings are limited by their

magnetic saturation. The neutron polarization falls off very rapidly

when the ring saturates. A rather heavy iron cylinder (8 cm thick, inner

and outer diameter 2.5 cm and 10 cm respectively) kept the beam polarized

upto a central field of 27.5 kOe. Recently still heavier rings have been

installed which maintain the beam polarization upto the maximum field of

50 kOe.
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fig. 4.2a. Without using

shielding rings the magnetic

field along the beam is

changing sign twice. +

t fig. 4.2b. The magnetic field

along the beam is not changing

sign by using appropriate

shielding rings.

• iv

4.3. Cryogenic Apparatus and Thermometry

The low temperature facility comprises two parts, an upper section

(main cryostat) and a lower section (magnet cryostat). The main cryostat is

designed by K. Ravensberg and H. Postma and has been manufactured at the

'Reactor Centrum Nederland'. The magnet cryostat is designed by K. Ravensberg

and J.J. Bosman; the superconducting magnet has been made by Oxford

Instruments Company Ltd., which also manufactured the lower cryostat

section. The complete cryostat is shown in fig. 4.3.
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1. Liquid nitrogen vessel

77K; 14 litres.

2. Liquid helium vessel

4K; 10.8 litres.

3. Liquid helium vessel

IK; 5 litres.

4. Vent tube; access port

demountable current probe.

5. Vent tube; syphon and

dipstick entry.

6. Flexible thermal link.

7. Nitrogen cooled radiation

shield.

8. Liquid helium vessel

4K; 20 litres.

9. Magnet current leads.

10. Switch heater current

leads.

11. Target.

12. Shielding ring.

13. Guide field rods.

14. Ge(Li)-detector.

I Neutron shielding LiF.

|*| Gamma-ray shielding Pb.

"'-beam direction

fig. 4.3. View of the complete

cryostat.
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The main cryostat contains an outer vacuum case, a liquid nitrogen

3 4
vessel (77 K), a 4 Κ helium bath, a 1 Κ helium vessel and a He- He

dilution refrigerator, performing the cooling of the target. The sample

holder is connected to the mixing chamber with a copper rod. A target

temperature of about 50 tnK can be maintained. This temperature depends

on the specific target, the heat conductivity and the environmental

situation. The total heat input is about 1 erg/sec; it is mainly due

to heating by gamma radiation from the neutron beam and to environmental

3 4
vibrations. General discussions on He- He dilution refrigeration can

be found in e.g. refs. 5 and 6. The specific refrigerator used in the

present investigation is discussed in ref. 7. The main cryostat is

described in ref. 1. To attach the magnet cryostat the room temperature

tail and the liquid nitrogen shield of the main cryostat have been

removed.

The magnet cryostat contains an outer vacuum case in common with

that of the main cryostat, a nitrogen cooled radiation shield, a helium

vessel (4 K) and a superconducting split pair magnet. The helium vessel

is suspended from an intermediate top flange by three thin wall stainless

steel vent tubes, 2.5 cm in diameter. Two tubes provide access to the

magnet for demountable current probes, the third provides entry for

helium syphon and dipstick. The nitrogen shield is fixed at the top of

the vent tubes. Through a copper thermal link the radiation shield is

cooled by the nitrogen vessel of the main cryostat. The thermal link

is flexible to account for the difference in thermal contraction between

the liquid nitrogen vessel of the main cryostat and the vent tubes.

Except for the superconducting magnet can, all parts of the

cryogenic equipment near the neutron beam are made out of aluminium,

because of its low capture cross section for thermal neutrons. The windows

in the outer case and the nitrogen shield are about 1 mm thick. At the

beam position the walls of the Ι Κ tail and the sample vacuum-can are

0.5 mm 'chick.

The magnet is a split pair wound from graded filamentary Nb-Ti

superconducting wire, potted in epoxy resin. The central 4 Κ bore is 8 cm

in diameter and the clear gap (4 K) is 4 cm. The gap allows for free

passage of both the neutrons and the emitted gamma-rays. The magnet is
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fittfed with superconducting switches across each half of the pair; these

allow operation in a persistent mode and separate energizing of the

halves. The possibility to energize the magnet in an asymmetic way has

been included to permit moving of the region where the magnetic field

changes direction. The switches are mounted on copper pillars, 1 cm

above the top flange of the magnet, and fitted in copper cans providing

an isothermal 4.2 Κ environment when the helium level is low.

In order to minimize the helium evaporation rate, external connections

to the magnet are made by using demountable current 'probes
1
. By 10 pin

seals the probes make unique connection with plugs in cone sockets

located just below the bottom of the vent tubes. The magnet is energized

by an electromechanical sweep generator. After energizing, the magnet is

set in the persistent mode and the current probes are taken off.

Protection resistors and diodes are mounted across each coil; these

provide protection of the magnet against quenching whilst disconnected

from the power supply. Fig. 4.4 shows the electric circuit and some data

of the magnet facility.

-^VW\A—ΑΛΛΛΛ-

W-

1Ω, 30W

•Η

1Ω, 30W

Magnet Data

Maximum field

Operating current at 50 kOe

kOe

50 kOe

54.14 A

1.0828

Magnet Energizing Rate

0-30 A

30-40 A

40-54.14 A

3 A / min

1.2 A / min

0.6 A / min

Switch Data

Heater resistance

Superconductor normal state resistance

Energizing current

100 Ω

~ 8 Ω

50 mA

fig. 4.4. Magnet Circuit and Magnet Data.
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Το reduce 'the helium evaporation rate the nitrogen radiation shield

has been electrolytically polished and all cryostat walls have been

covered by super-insulation. The hold time of the magnet helium vessel

is 75 hours, i.e. the helium bath can be refilled after 75 hours without

interrupting the magnet operating in the persistant mode.

The low temperature measurements with oriented nuclei are stopped

after every 3 days to perform measurements with unoriented nuclei and

to refill the 1 Κ helium vessel.

The complete cryogenic equipment operates fully automatically.

Various safety guards are built into the system to protect the equipment

against technical failure. Special attention is given to the possibility

of magnet quenching, which produces a sudden heating of the dilution
3

unit. As a consequence the He boils out of the refrigerator very

rapidly. To protect the circulation system some valves are electroraag-
3

netically operated in an automated fashion; the He is gathered in

storage vessels.

The temperature measurements are performed with the aid of

calibrated * Speer resistors. Resistance thermometry has been used
Q \

because of its simplicity and reproducibility of the resistors . In
9)

addition they are only slightly influenced by magnetic fields . In the

investigations reported in this thesis the magnetic field corrections on

the thermometer were of the order of a few percent.

4.4. Neutron and Gamma-Ray Background Shielding

A gamma-ray background may be produced by neutrons captured in the

vicinity of the target and the detectors. Two kinds of neutrons should

be considered, a) thermal neutrons mainly due to the beam and b) fast

neutrons from the reactor. Fast neutrons only scarcely occur; on the other

hand they are hard to stop. A relatively high fast neutron radiation

has been observed from a narrow gap between the two concrete shielding

*)
Note: The thermometer calibration has been carried out at the

Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory in Leiden. /?:*-

üvfe
ft J-ν'
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blocks of the own and neighbouring diffraction equipments. A thick

layer of paraffin (moderator) and a 2 cm thick slab of boron carbide

(thermal neutron catcher), placed in the gap, provided sufficient

shielding against these neutrons. A slow neutron background may

originate from scattering at various parts of the own equipment (especially

at the target) and by scattering from thermal beams of neighbouring

experimental arrangements. To remove those neutrons which have been

scattered at inside parts of the cryostat the target has been surrounded

by cylinders consisting of LiF, enriched in Li. This isotope has a

large thermal-neutron capture cross section and does not produce gamma

radiation. By covering the guide field rods with a 2 mm thick LiF-layer,

capture of neutrons from the beam in the guide field material is avoided.

Slow neutrons from the surroundings are removed by shielding of the most

important background sources with boron carbide.

To shield against a gamma-ray background from the surroundings

the detectors are enveloped by lead walls of about 10 cm thickness.

The observed gamma-ray background originates mainly from J?e,

Cr (stainless steel), Al, Cu (cryostat, sample holder) and CI. No

gamma-rays originating from the superconducting magnet coils have been

detected.

η
it-
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4.5. Neutron and Gamma-Ray Counting Equipment

Two BF--counters are used to detect neutrons in the simultaneous

measurements of the transmission and polarization effects. After each

measuring period the number of counted pulses are stored on paper tape.

Two Ge(Li)-detectors are used simultaneously for gamma-ray recording

in two perpendicular directions. Both detectors are practically identical

i.e. they are open ended coaxials with a diameter of 44 mm. The detection

efficiency at .1.33 MeV is 10% relative to (3"x3")-NaI; the resolutions

at this energy were measured to be 2.1 keV and 2.2 keV, respectively.

The high energy resolution is 5.6 keV at 7 MeV. The detectors are

manufactured by Canberra Industries Ltd. The relative efficiencies for

each detector (full-energy peak/single-escape peak/double-escape peak)

as well as the efficiency of the detectors relative to each other are

measured at room temperature in the experimental arrangement. The

relative calibrations over the whole energy range are used to check

mi b 1\

r;«f3U
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the data obtained from the angular distribution measurements. The

efficiency ratio 'single/double' does not depend on the gamma-ray energy.

This has been shown to be very useful for checking the data obtained

from decomposing complex peaks.

Pulses from the two detectors are stored in two different multichannel

analyzers (MCA), namely a 4000-channel Intertechnique and a 4096-channel

Laben. Since the measurements are carried out subsequently with opposite

incident neutron polarizations the memories of both MCA-'s are divided

in two equal subtnemories, each of them corresponding to one of the two

neutron polarizations. Gamma-ray spectra are accumulated during 24 hours.

The obtained spectra are corrected for small shifts with the CDC-6600

computer before they are added to previous spectra.

4.6. Gamma-Ray Angular Distribution Measurements

According to eq. (3.7.2) the response of a detector for pure dipole

radiation, following polarized thermal neutron capture in polarized nuclei,

can be written in the form

ΚΘ)
(4.6.1)

(cos

,

where Θ is the direction of measurement with respect to the orientation

axis; f and f. are the effective neutron-polarization and the nuclear-

orientation parameters, respectively. The detector efficiency S_ depends

on the gamma-ray energy, the experimental arrangement, in particular

the solid angle, and obviously on the properties of the detector; Q_

is an angular attenuation factor for the Legendre polynomial P.(cos Θ) due

to the detector solid angle (see section 3.3). For both detectors Q~

is calculated to be 0.99 ± 0.01. In the further discussion they will
It ι lo

be taken equal to unity. The coefficients A, are extensively discussed

in section 3.4. In particular, A is the total intensity of a particular

gamma transition γ,.

For the measured gamma-ray intensity Ι(Θ), an effective anisotropy

e(0) can be defined by

''!·°· I
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(4.6.2)

The effective anisotropy can be decomposed in its various parts by

measurements in two different directions (not antiparallel) and for two

different neutron polarizations. In the present investigations the

gamma-ray intensities are recorded by detectors at the angles 0 = 0

and Θ = π/2 simultaneously in order to have identical nuclear orientation

parameters in the two measurements. The gamma-ray spectra are obtained

for the neutron polarizations f and φ f in an alternating way during

counting periods of 60 seconds; φ is the effective spinflip efficiency

(see section 3.5).

To simplify the expressions in the following discussions the

quantities ζ. are introduced, defined by

Vn' h V fl ) fl fn·
(4.6.2)

11 * 13 *
The terms Α f f and A„ f,f are taken together, since they depend

in the same way on the angle and the neutron polarization.

The ξ.-quantities can be obtained from the experimental

anisotropies according to

ί f

LLJ

and

and

ξj = 1 {e, (0) + 2e, (f)} ,

Φ* ξ, - A ie 2 e
2

 (
ί

)
Ι
 =
 Ι

 { e
2

e
2
 (0) - φ* e (O) - φ e (Oh

, \
 t

Ι - φ
 J

e
2
 (f) - Φ* β, (f)

.${Ü (0) -

Τ )
¥
' °

2 %>]
 }·

(4.6.3a)

(4.6.3b)

(4.6.4a)

(4.6.4b)

(4.6.5)

The subscripts 1 and 2 of the anisotropies e. (Θ) and e, (Θ) refer to the
* * * · ' *•

effective neutron polarizations f and φ f , respectively.
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Usually φ is known accurately. It can also be determined from

averaging over all gamma transitions (see this section under B). The results

for ξ and ζ_ can be statistically improved by averaging eqs. (4.6.3a-b)

and eqs. (4.6.A a-b), respectively.

A. Determination of the integrated gamma intensity A S .

According to section 3.5, A is given by

~OO f .
A = Nα -r— J »
o oa Γ ο

where J is the flux-integral. Due to the spin dependence of the various

cross sections J can be different for targets with polarized (p) or un-

polarized (u) nuclei; that is (see. eq. 3.5.4):

Ζ -=£<>* '-po·
where J = J /Φ ; Φ is the (time) integrated incident number of neutrons.

ο
rooThe integrated gamma intensity A"" S

Q
 in an experiment with polarized

neutrons and nuclei can be expressed in terms of the intensity A S

recorded in a measurement with the neutrons and nuclei both unpolarized:

Φ
ρ
 . Φ

ρ

f ° S = A
U
 S — (1 + C.pf

ln
) = A

U
 S — G.

o o o o . u η o o . u
Φ Φ
ο ο

The correction factor G = 1 + C.pf due to the finite size of the target

can be calculated directly from the transmission effect according to

eqs. (3.5.5-6).

The quantity Φ /Φ is a normalization factor for the total numbers

of incident neutrons in the polarized and unpolarized experiment. This

factor can be determined in various ways: a) monitoring of the neutron

beam intensity by means of a proportional neutron counter, b) normalization

to background lines produced by neutron capture in the surrounding materials

and c) normalization with respect to gamma lines from a second sample

placed in the beam. The first method (a) has the disadvantage that it

implies an independent, additional measurement. Normalization to background

gammas (b) may suffer from the fact that some parts of it might be instable.

For various reasons the latter method (c) is to be favoured.
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48 . 49
In the present investigation the reaction Τί(η,γ) Ti has been

used for the determination of the normalization factor. The reaction

has a reasonably large, but not overwhelming thermal-capture cross section

(6.1 barn) and a relatively simple spectrum. For nuclear orientation

experiments it has the advantage of not being magnetic and that it

cannot be oriented. The capture gamma-ray spectrum shows two strong

transitions at 6.76 MeV and 6.42 MeV, which represent 55% of the total

gamma-ray strength. Other Ti-transitions are about a factor of 10 or more

weaker. The extra background lines due to titanium can be restricted

to two by choosing suitable dimensions for the Ti-sample. The Ti-layer

is fixed to the target at the side of the incident beam. (Note, that the

other side may show a transmission effect). The Ti-transitions and the

target-gamma radiation are simultaneously recorded. This clearly is a great

advantange for the data analysis and it provides a check on the electronic

equipment.

B. Data Control.

The two expressions given in eqs. (4.6.3a-b) are related to the
*

effective spinflip efficiency φ according to

(0) 2e
2
 (|)

e, (0) + 2e, (f)
(4.6.6)

Obviously eq. (4.6.6) is defined only for transitions having ξ. φ Ο,

* Π *
i.e. both f.f φ 0 and Α φ 0. By requiring f.f φ 0 all background

in ο i n , .

transitions (f. = 0 ) are excluded; the requirement Α φ 0 excludes tran-

sitions having α « 0.5 (see fig. 3.6). To select transitions having

ξ. φ 0 a three standard-deviation criterium has been used. The effective

spinflip efficiency can be calculated from eq. (3.5.8); it is mainly

determined by the efficiency φ of the neutron spinflip device,

* . *

i.e. φ w φ « - 1. Since φ does not depend on gamma transitions, all

capture radiation of the target with a clear anisotropy should yield

a value -1 for the expression in eq. (4.6.6).

The two expressions in eqs. (4.6.4a-b) are related by the second

Legendre polynomial according to

(0) - • (0)

e
2 ¥ -

e
i ¥

(cos 0)

P
2
 (cos p

(4.6.7)
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In a similar way as before, eq. (4.6.7) is defined only for transitions

having ζ_ φ 0, hence eq. (4.6.7) is useful only when significant nuclear

alignment is achieved. Since Q does not depend on the radiation, all

target primary transitions having ζ. φ 0 should yield a value -2 for Q .

In the following discussion only transitions having ξ. φ 0 and/or

ξ
2
 φ 0 are considered. Transitions yielding for eq. (4.6.6) and/or

eq. (4.6.7) values which significantly deviate from the expected values

should be studied once more for the following aspects:

1. Errors in the data analysis, i.e. in the determination of the effective

anisotropies e. (Θ). In this sense one may think of undetected

overlapping background lines. Errors in the spectrum normalization or
*

unobserved failures of the equipment will result to deviating φ

(and Q ) values for all gamma-ray transitions.

2. Quadrupole admixture requires replacing of eq. (4.6.6) by the

expression

e
2
 (0) + 2e

2
 (J)

e, (0) + (-)

7 (1 -

12 * 7

ξ,

+ 7

Eq. (4.6.7) is replaced by
• - " . i ' ,-

1
 '' -'^ ''.

(0) - φ e, (0)

e
2 ¥ - Φ

 e
i

.04

- 2 -

4 ξ
2
 - 3 ξ,

13 * 15 *
Α, iLf + Α, f-f originate from the
τ· j Ώ *f J Γι Α

The quantities ξ. = A, f. and ξ.
Η ί » 4 3 ^

pure quadrupole contribution (k = 4). The sensitivity of the 'φ -value'

of a transition for quadrupole admixture is mainly determined by

ξ
4
/ξ| c* f^/fj which is usually negligibly small. Strongly deviating

values still may occur if 12 ξ + 7 ξ, + 7 ξ
5
 is small. The sensitivity

of the 'Q -value' of a transition ror quadrupole admixture is of the

order ξ^/ζ
2
 "*

 f
4 ^

f
2 '

 u n l e s s
 * ^9 ~

 3
 ^4 ^

s s m a 1 1
* Obviously Q is more

suitable to investigate quadrupole admixture than φ .

It should be noted that a rather precise value for the effective
*

spmflip efficiency φ also can be obtained directly from the gamma-ray

measurements by averaging the experimental values of eq. (4.6.6) over

all transitions having ξ. φ 0.

;
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4.7. Data Analysis

11 .02 11 13
obtain the coefficients A"', A"*" and A"' + A'" f^/f, from

ζ,, ξ
0
 and ξ-, respectively, the orientation parameters, or more precisely

1
 *

 z
 ->

f.f , f<, and f-/f., should be known.
I n / J 1

Though often the nuclear orientation parameters can be well estimated

from hyperfine data, various uncertainties are introduced due to a) the

magnetization (magnitude and direction), b) the hyperfine coupling

constant (and its sign!) and c) the nuclear temperature. Determination of

the tempera cure presupposes thermal equilibrium between the target and the

thermometer. This is not so trivial (see chapter VI). Moreover a weighted

average over the temperature is required since angular distribution

measurements may run over weeks and the temperature may show appreciable

fluctuations over such periods. In a few cases the nuclear orientation

can be determined directly from the anisotropy of a well-known transition
*

in the target. The effective neutron polarization f can be well

estimated from the transmission and polarization effects (see eq. 3.5.7a).

Altogether the estimated f.f -value will usually bear a relative error

of about 10% or more.

An estimate of the f.f -value can also be obtained from the dependence

of the transmission effect on temperature (see chapter II). However, this

requires additional information from other experiments, which

is available only in a few cases. Furthermore a significant transmission

effect not always occurs; see as an example the reaction Μη(η,γ), ref. 10.

*
In the present investigation f,f (and f„) are determined directly

afc

from the gamma-ray data, using the fact that both f.f and f
0
 should be

1 n ί
 * *

equal for all gamma transitions. A rough estimate of f. from f.f and f

is usually sufficient to obtain a rather precise estimate of f_/f..

*
Since both ξ. and ξ, are proportional to f.f they may be taken

together to define a new quantity ξ_ , which does not depend on f f .

The definition of ξ,, is rather arbitrary. In this thesis it will be
*)

defined in the most simple form namely as the ratio ξ~. = ξ,/ξ, which is

f.";·
7
':!'/: '·.

.-.•-.•ii·'·

f

ί

r-·••;-·- x-

T".'-V.*-'·

*) Note: With this definition ξ», has a discontinuity for ξ = 0.

Hence ?„. will be defined only for transitions having ξ, t 0
(see section 4.6B).
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(4.6.8)

Accepting only transitions which have ζ.-values appreciably·

differing from zero, in practical cases means that transitions are

selected which have either 0 s α < 0.3 or 0.7 & α < 1. In these intervals

ξ depends only slightly on £^
£
l'

 w h i c h i s
 illustrated in fig. 4.5,

showing ξ_. for widely different values of £3/^]·

.I/'

1-0

arctg

-1.0

(a)

!
3

11
fig. 4.5. The coefficient ξ = (A* + A, f,/f )/A as a function

of α for target spin I = -j. The coefficient is depicted

f, = 0.12for (a) the minimum value f̂ /f = 0, (b) f~/f

and (c) f_/f. = 0.24 (maximum value). The numbers in the

figures denote the possible final spins i.e. I_ = 2, 3, 4, 5.

In terms of the effective anisotropies, ξ. is given by

'31

2[ej (0) - e
2
 (0)3 - 2[ej (J) - e

2
 (J)]

[e, (0) - e
2
 (0)] + 2[

β ]
 (J) - e

2
 (·|)]'

which for simultaneous measurements at the two angles can be expressed

in terms of 'intensity differences', i.e.

/IK

- A

'31
_ Φ ~

' I, (0) - I
2
 (0)'

(4.6.9)

where S- and S ,„
 a r e t n e

 gamma-ray efficiencies of the detectors in
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th e directions Θ = 0 and Θ = π/2, respectively. I. (0) and I~ (0) are

the measured intensities in the direction Θ = 0 with effective neutron
* * *

polarizations f and φ f , both corrected for the target thickness

correction factor G, defined in section 4.6A. I. (,·—) and I„ (j) are

similarly defined for the direction Θ = ττ/2. From eq. (4.6.9) very

precise values for ξ_. can be obtained, since no normalization to an

unpolarized measurement is required and S„/S ,„ can be obtained

accurately from a relative detector calibration over the whole gamma-ray

energy range.

59
fig. 4.6. Part of the Co(n,y)-

spectrum. The upper part

shows a 'normal
1
 spec-

trum I (-r-). The lower

part shows the corre-

sponding 'difference'

spectrum Ι, φ ~ V ^ '
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+
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Intensity differences can be accurately determined. Fig. 4.6 shows a

59
part of the Co (η,γ)—spectrum. The effective anisotropy of the Co-line

marked with an asterik is hard to determine from the normal spectrum

Ij (γ) (upper part), due to the clustering of gamma-ray lines. The lower

part of the figure shows the intensity difference I. (•£) - I„ C~). The

neighbouring and partly overlapping background lines of Fe and Al cancel

in this difference spectrum.

*
Without advance knowledge of f.f , for each transition having

ξ. φ 0 the possible (a, I^-values can be obtained from ξ,.. For each

solution α the corresponding f.f -value is easily determined from

11 *
ξ, = A f.f . Usually each transition yields more than only one

ι ο ι n jfc

solution. Since f.f does not depend on the gamma transitions, first
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all obtained f,f -values are rejected which do not give a solution
In ,,.

for all transitions. From the remaining f.f -values a weighted average

over all transitions can be determined. In the second stage the

procedure is repeated, though the search for possible (a, I-)-values

from ζ,, is carried out with limitations on the possible α-values.

For each transition these limitations on α can be determined directly

from the experimentally obtained ξ.-value and the estimated f.f -value

from the first stage.

η
and

A_ + A„

In the third stage for each transition the coefficients A
Q

„/f. are determined directly from the f.f -value and the

experimentally obtained values for ξ. and ζ-, respectively. The ratio

f /f. can be estimated rather precisely from f.f and f , which is

calculated from the polarization effect. The uncertainty in the theoretical

11 13
curve of A + A f./f , due to the error i" f_/f., is contained

. . 1 1 1 1 13

in its experimental value. The two coefficients A and A_ + A- t~lf..

are used for spin investigation by a 'chi square-analysis' (see this

section, part A). From the obtained (a, I
f
)-solutions for each transition

f.f can be calculated from ξ. and ζ~, and f„ can be calculated from

ξ,· Similar to the procedure of the first stage, f.f and f„ can be

obtained from a weighted average over all gamma-ray transitions.

With the aid of these results the ratio t~li. may be re-estimated.

In the fourth stage the coefficients A
11 .02

A and
11 13

i„ and ξ« respectively, using the estimatedare calculated from ξ

values for f f , f
o
 and f-j/f.. These three coefficients are used in

1 η ί J ι

a chi square-analysis to determine for each transition the possible

(a, I
f
)-solutions. In the chi square-analysis also other coefficients

(e.g. A. ) are included if they are available from other experiments*

Similar to the procedure in the third stage f.f and f_ can be

re-estimated using the spin and α assignments from the chi square

analysis. It should be noted that in the third and fourth stage all·

transitions can be included in the chi square analysis, i.e. also

transitions which do not have ζ. φ 0 are considered.
*

Precise values for f.f and f_ can be obtained, since I
f
 is a

discrete variable in the procedure. The final accuracy depends on the

experimental errors and largely on the number of transitions which

can be treated in this way. The obtainable relative accuracy may be
59

of the order of a few percent. The reaction Co (η,γ) has shown that

w
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even a small nuclear alignment of 5% can be detected by this procedure

(see chapter V).

In the final spin investigation, for each transition the coefficients

A , A- and A. + A» ^3/^1
 a r e

 recalculated using the results obtained

in the fourth stage. Spin assignments are done from a chi square analysis

using all available coefficients.

A. The chi squar>e-analysio.

To obtain solutions (a, I.) for transitions having experimental

values E. for the various coefficients A. (i = 1,...,M) the function

i - V

should be minimized. The w. are weighting factors given by w^
_2
)

where ΔΕ. is the experimental error of E.. For pure dipole transitions

the coefficients A. depend only on a and I,. Since I, is a discrete
2

 ί
 • •

variable, χ can be defined as a function of α for each final spin
individually. In this way the spin investigation for pure dipole

2
transitions is defined by four functions χ .

Choosing a correct value α , the deviations JA. - E.j arc expected

(a ) « M. Obviously the obtainedto be of the order ΔΕ., hence

χ -value increases with the number of coefficients. To obtain a more

reasonable measure for the square of the deviations, the function
2
X„ may be defined by

where Ν = Μ - 1 is the number of degrees of freedom in χ .

Assuming independent and normally distributed experimental
2

values E., x„ may be identified with the 'normalized-chi square' of the

normal distribution. For such a set of E.-values the probability

2 II)
1

distribution of χ
Η
 can be calculated · For a chosen confidence limit

2

on the data, the corresponding x„ can be calculated from the 'chi square-

distribution' . In the spin investigations of the present work the 99.9%
confidence limit is accepted to reject α-solutions. The corresponding
2
XjV-values are tabulated in ref. II for various degrees o€ freedom
The meaning of the 99.9% confidence limit is that solutions (α, Ι-)

-110-
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resulting to a χ
Μ
 which exceeds the confidence value are not correct

solutions with 99.9% certainty. Λ Π solutions (a, I,) giving a x^

which does not exceed Μκ> confidence limit are accepted as possible

solutions.

B. The oaonvrenoe of unresolved final state doublets.

All expressions given in this thesis are still valid for two unresolved

transitions if they do not interfere. The coefficients A.

replaced by 'effective' coefficients A, defined by

have to be

k,k
2

where .NS (1) and A^

12
It lc
12

(1) + (1 - x) (2),

(2) are the A-coefficients for the two transitions

(1 and 2) and χ is the relative contribution of transition 1. Obviously un-

resolved doublets cannot be detected by the effective spinflip efficiency

φ , nor by the angular ratio Q .

In general one might expect that no solution for α and I. can be

found which agrees with the experimental data for all coefficients.

Especially the A -coefficient may be very sensitive to admixtures of

transitions with strongly differing α-values; small admixtures can

influence this coefficient drastically, hence significantly deviating
*

fjf
n
-values may be obtained from ξ if such doublets occur. In a way

this provides an interesting possibility for detecting doublets. For this

reason all levels with spins assigned in the present work are tested
*

on their f,f -value.
I n

To resolve doublets at least five coefficients should be available

since the effective coefficients depend on five parameters: two a's,

two final spins and the mixing ratio of the two transitions.

if
If

χ
*

-1 1 1-
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C H A P T E R V

1

The Reaction Co (η,γ) Co

Abütvaat; In total 36 levula in ' Co have been Htudied by angular

distribution measurements on gamma radiation following polarized neutron
59

capture in polarized Co-nuclei. The contributions of capturing states

with spin-parity 3 or 4 are determined for all primary transitions

populating these levels. Spin assignments could be made without using

knowledge of the nuclear orientation in advance. Assuming pure dipole

primary transitions the following spins have been assigned unambiguously:

I£(0) = 5, l£(276) =• 4, If(287) = 3, I£(435) = 5, I£(506) = 3, If(786) = 4,

If(1515) = 4, If(1366) = 2, If(1749) = 3, I£(I787) = 4, If(l83l) = 4,

If(2219) ° 4, lf(2308) = 3, If(2569) = 4. The number of possible spin

values for the other levels has been restricted. Evidence is found for

the existence of a doublet at 1005 keV, and for the occurrence of an

appreciable quadrupole admixture in the relatively strong 6877 keV transi-

tion populating the level at 615 keV.

5.1. Introduction

60,
The doubly odd nucleus Co has been studied in various reactions.

Decay-scheme studies have been performed with high accuracy using the

(n,y)-reaction . Also (d.p)-studies have been carried out ' .

Investigation of spins of excited levels in Co has been performed in

various experiments. Shera and Hafemeister made spin assignments
59from low energy transitions in the Co (n.Y)-reaction. Gamma-ray

8)
angular correlations have been studied by Kordon et al.

polarization measurements have been carried out by several authors

and circular
9-11)

Mellema and Postma
12)

determined spins of excited levels from (η,γ)-
59

measurements on aligned Co-nuclei using both primary and secondary

transitions. Spin investigations with polarized neutrons and polarized

nuclei have been performed by Reddingius et al. and by Honzatko et al. .

59
The decay-scheme for the Co(n,y)-reaction is rather well

established. In addition the hyperfine coupling constant A in a 92% Co-8£ Fe

sample is well known. Hence this reaction is suitable for testing the

procedure presented in this thesis to investigate nuclear spins without

Τ

!
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preceding knowledge of the nuclear orientation. Furthermore new information

was obtained because some weaker transitions could be included in this

investigation due to the improvement of the experimental equipment.

59
5.2. Nuclear Orientation of Co

A single crystal (f.c.c.) of 92% Co-8i? Fe was used as a target

(2.2x2.2x0.28 cm). The sample was tin-soldered to a copper foil which

was through a copper rod attached to the mixing chamber of the refrigerator.

The crystal was magnetized along the t110]-direction (axis of easy magneti-

zation). The effective hyperfine field in the sample is known to be

antiparallel to the external field ' * . Therefore the latter is

chosen at a low value for which the target is still completely magnetized.

Tliis field is determined by decreasing the external field from 25 kOe

untill appreciable depolarization of the neutron beam is observed. This

value was found to be 3.1 kOe. During the measurements the external field

was set equal to 5 kOe.

With the aid of a calibrated carbon resistor thermometer (Speer) the

average temperature during the gamma-ray measurements was determined

to be (45 ± 3) mK. From the hyperfine-coupling constant and the tempera-

ture, the nuclear orientation parameters are calculated to be

f j = -0.34±0.02, f
 2
 = 0.045±0.005, 0.011±0.003.

I

-2
The transmission effect e was measured to be (-0.07+0.02)χ 10 at

—2
4.2 Κ and (+6.30±0.02)χ 10 at 45 mK. From the polarization effect and

the transmission effect Τ f e was determined to be 0.90±0.01. Since
η

the front surface of the sample has been polished mechanically and the

depolarization due to the guide field was found to be negligible, the

depolarization factor Τ was estimated to be !.00±0.02. The polarization

f has been measured without a target in the beam resulting to f=0.97±0.01,

From the target thickness and the polarization effect D = 0.26+0.1! cm is

obtained. The effective neutron polarization for the gamma-ray measure-

ments is calculated to be f * 0.93±0.02. Using the transmission data of

18) ^

Schermer ' the nuclear polarization can be decermined from the trans-

mission and polarization effect, resulting in f. = -0.36+0.02, which is in

good agreement with the above-given value.

I

r l
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5.3. Results of Gamma-Ray Measurements

The capture gamma-ray spectra (see fig. 5.5) are recorded in 7 runs

of 24 hours at a temperature of 45 mK, and in another 7 runs at 4.2 K.

The quantity (Λ'
1
 + A' £,/f )/A has beon determined for

II * *}
r i r n a r y t r a n s i t i o n s f o r w h i c h Λ f . f j < 0 . A f t e r d e t e r m i n i n g

all

primary transitions for which Λ" f f j* O. After determining "' the spin

and α with the aid of this quantity, f.f is calculated from A for all

possible α-values of the individual transitions. Since f.f should be

identical for all transitions, a search has been made for a 'best' value

of f.f . This resulted in a negative value f.f = -0.30+0.03 being

acceptable as a solution for all transitions studied in this first ana-

lysis. As 'best' positive value £ f = +0.37+0.02 is obtained, though no

solution could be found for the transitions of 6949 keV, 6706 keV,
*

6486 keV, 566S keV and 5273 keV. Hence the positive f.f -value is not

acceptable. From the negative value the nuclear polarization is estimated

to be f. = -0.32+0.04. Including the corresponding value fo/f, = 0.01,

the investigation of spin values is repeated usin^ a chi square analysis

for all observed transitions; in addition the results of refs. 11 and 12
*

wp.re taken into account. For each spin conclusion f.f is calculated

from A and A, + A, £_/£., and £, is calculated from A, £,. From these
Ο ·ί Ζ J ι φ *Z Li

results the best values for f.f and f> are determined again, resulting to

f.f = -0.303+0.003 and f_ * 0.052+0.002.
1 η 2

Using f = 0.93±0.02 the nuclear polarization is f = -0.326+0.008. Using

the hyperfine coupling data ' the nuclear polarization yields a

target temperature Τ » (47 + 1) mK and £„ results to Τ = (42 + I) mK.

A final spin investigation is made on the basis of a chi square analysis

with the following values for the orientation parameters:

f,£
n
 = -0.303+0.006, f

2
 = 0.050+0.005, 0.013+0.003.

59
In table 5.1 all relevant parameters for 36 transitions of the

Co(n,v)-reaction are given. The parameters are obtained from the

experimental results with the above-given values of the nuclear orientation

I'

*)
Note: In the inve.· :igation of spins all primary transitions are

assumed to have pure dipole character.

-115-
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parameters. In addition the available data from refs. 11 and 12 concerning

circular polarization and directional anisotropy are included in this

table. The results of the corresponding chi square fits arc shown in

figs. 5.1-3. The spin assignmtMUs of the present work are compared with

those of previously reported experiments in table 5.2. The partial

decay scheme o£ Co, showing the primary transitions which are investigated,

is given in fig. 5,4. The ganuna-ray energies are taken according to ref. 1.

The parities of several levels are deduced from well established

1

n
(d»p)-values

 6
'

 7 )
.

5.4. Discussion

Some of the results obtained from the present investigation require

further discussion. Therefore several levels will be discussed below

seperately.

The 0 and 59.5 keV levele. On the basis of the present data the ground-

state spin could be- unambiguously assigned as 5. From measurements on

the weak 7432'keV transitions the spin of the first excited state could

be restricted to 2, 3, 4 (see fig. 5.3). The spins of these levels also

have been determined by the atomic beam method ' to be 5 and 2,

respectively. These spins havs beer, accepted for the level scheme in

fig. 5.4.

The 543.0 keV level. A significant deviation is found in the effective

spin-flip efficiency φ from the 6949 keV transition (see column 3,

table 5.1). The data analysis gives no indication about the origin of

this deviation. It may point to quadrupole admixture (see also the

discussion of the 614.6 keV level). However spin 2, 3 and 4 are still

solutions within the assumption of a pure dipole transition (see fig. 5.2).

Tk* 614.6 keV level· Assuming pure dipole character for the relatively

.sirong 6877 keV transition no spin could bi± assigned to the level

*
at 615 keV. Significantly deviating values for φ and the angular ratio

Q were found. The obtained Q -value is very remarkable, since it has

the wrong sign. Without calculation, the occurrence of the deviating

values for ψ and Q can be seen from the gamma-ray spectra, shown in

fig. 5.5; neglecting the small f,-value the effective anisotropy is

proportional to the neutron polarization f , that is in terms of the

difference spectra, the peak should only change sign when the neutron

' . ' • 1
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7)

polarization is reversed. It is seen from the spectra, recorded at

θ = 90°, that this is certainly not true for the 6877 keV transition

(see its photo, single-escape and double-escape peaks). According to

the discussion in section 4.6, deviating values for φ and Q can be

explained by quadrupole admixture; such a mixture will show up in Q

* 6
more drastically than in φ . Since 1 (d,p) ° 1 is well eotablished '

η ^

the parity of the 615 keV level should be positive. Hence the φ and

Q -results may indicate that the 6877 keV transition has mixed E1(M2)-

character. Spin 3 has been assigned to the 615 keV level by several

authors by assuming pure dipole character of the primary transition.

In the present investigation the χ^-fit has a minimum for 1^(615) = 3 and

α = 0.94 (see fig. 5.1); note, that this üiinimum is still below the

99.9% confidence limit if only the present data are considered. Assuming

spin 3 for the level at 615 keV and also assuming this level is mainly

populated through spin 4-capture the experimental results can be

reproduced if a « 0.95 and the quadrupole admixture is about 3%.

The spin assignment 3 is placed between brackets, since the data also

might be fitted with other spin and admixture values. Definite spin

assignment requires additional information.

The 1005 keV level. The data obtained from the 6486 koV transition do

not allow spin assignment for the level at 1005 keV (see fig. 5.1).

The primary transition yields an effective spin-flip efficiency
if

Φ = -1.16+0.08, hence there is no evidence for quadrupole admixture.

The existence of a doublet with energies 1003.7 keV and 1005.6 keV has

been proposed by the authors of ref. 5. Indeed, φ is not affected by the

occurrence of an unresolved doublet (see section 4.7). Due to the number

of parameters involved (two α parameters, two final spins and the relative

contributions of the two transitions to the doublet) no definite spin

assignment can be made for these levels without further information.

According to ref. 13 the 6486 keV transition mainly proceeds to the

1005.6 keV level. Spin 4 is assigned to this level by other

authors ' ' Κ The present data are not in disagreement with this

assignment (see fig. 5.1) if the circular polarization is not included.

Since the anisotropy of the 6486 keV line resembles that of a (4 -*· 4)

transition with α » 0.98 the spin of the 1005.6 keV level may be assumed

to be 4. The experimental data can be well reproduced by assuming that 80%

of the 6486 keV transition populates the 1005.6 keV level (I » 4, a • 0.98)

and 20% populates the 1003.7 keV level (I
f
 = 3, a = 0.90).

-! 17-
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The relative contribution οι spin 4 in the total thermal neutron

capture is determined by Schermer to be α = 0.78+0.01. It can also

be calculated from the individual primary transitions according to ?"

α = Τ I a-, where a
c
 is the contribution of spin 4 to the transition

t ** γ f f 1

γ, and I is its relative intercity. The summation is over all primary *

I)

transitions· According to the intensities given by Wasson et al. 65Z

of the total radiative strength is observed in the present work, yielding

α = 0.79 . Taking the intensity data according to Shera and llafemeisLur

a = 0.80 is obtained for 75 % of the radiative strength. Thuse results

show a nice agreement with the value given in ref. 18. Note, that it is

difficult to give reasonable estimates for the error in the calculated

α-value, due to the uncertainties in the quantities I and a, for the

individual transitions and also due to the contribution of the unobserved

primary transitions. Considering only transitions having / > 2%, the data

from ref. I result to α = 0.87 for 48% of the radiative strength and

α = 0.90 for 52% of the capture radiation according to the data of ref. 2.

From this it may be concluded that the relatively strong gamraa-ray

transitions proceed mainly through 4 -capture (the positive resonance
 Q

ac 132 eV), whereas the weaker transitions mainly proceed through bound

levels (negative spin 3 resonance).

In the data analysis it is assumed that primary transί tio-is between

the capturing states, which have negative parity, and the low-lying final

states of Co which have positive parity (because of odd 1 -values)

have pure dipole character. In a single case the data may indicate some

quadrupole admixture. This would mean a strong enhancement of M2 with

respect to El. Although this is rather unlikely, it would be of great

value to study the existence of such admixtures very carefully.

With three continuously varyir.g parameters, α and two mixing

parameters 6
+
 and δ_, it will be difficult to assign spins. A further

development of the techniques and methods of analysis discussed in this

thesis are therefore of interest. Additional information can be obtained

from circular polarization experiments with polarized nuclei. Study of ί

low-energy transitions (including linear polarization) with orienred

nuclei may yield important information. Such work has been carried

12)

out by Mellema and Postma to some extent, but their data do not

lead to further restrictions of the spin values given in fig. 5.4.

*)
Note: For the quantities a

f
 of the primary transitions the value

for which χί has its minimum has been chosen.

J
m
' _, J-JiZ-, I. —I. ίί-/_ .\Γ~~~.~- : '· i-.- J
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E
7

(keV)

7492

7432

7216

7205

7056

6986

6949

6877

6706

6486

6284

6277

6149

6111

E
X

(keV)

0

59.5

276.1

287.1

435.3

505.8

543.0

614.6

786.1

100S.6

1207.6

1214.4

1343

1380

Φ*

-1.11+0.09

-0.73±0.14

-1.16±0.07

-O.67±O.O6

-1.33+0.04

-0.97±0.05

-1.16±0.08

-0.90+0.16

-0.50±0.17

Q
r

+2.36+0.48

-2.32±0.58

Present Investigation

kï
+0.86+0.04

-1.10+0.10

-0.19±0.06

-0.23+0.03

+0.80±0.03

+0.12+0.02

-1.17±0.06

+0.75±0.02

+0.72±0.02

+0.79±0.03

+0.75±0.O7

+0.27±0.06

-1.20±0.19

+0.21+0.17

A2

+0.06±0.04

-0.17±0.11

-0.55±0.06

+0.69±0.04

+0.15±0.02

-0.14+0.02

-O.17±O.O6

+0.57+0.02

-0.33+0.02

-0.25+0.03

-0.10+0.07

-0.17+0.07

-0.38+0.21

-0.23+0.17

A°*

+0.2±0.3

+0.5+0.9

-0.1+0.5

-0.6±0.3

+0.4+0.2

+0.1+0.2

+0.4+0.3

+0.56+0.II

-1.6+0.2

-0.8±0.2

-0.3+0.6

-0.8+0.5

+1.0+1.9

-0.3±0.9

Ref. 12

A 2 2

-0.7±0.4

+0.9=0.5

+0.3=0.5

+0.70+0.08

-1.7+0.2

-0.9+0.2

Ref. 11

AlO

-0.48±0.04

+0.70+0.10

+0.8+0.4

-0.48+0.08

-0.25+0.07

+0.C4±0.17

+0.69+0.03

-0.21+0.03

+O.47±O.O3

α

<Z>

100

0

24-66

34-55

100

54-71

0

0-10

(90-95)

91-100

(95-100)

77-100

100

51-90

0

0-50

15-100

100

5

2,3,4

4
C

3
C

5

3
d

2

3
d
,4

c
'

d

(3)

4
d

(4)

(3
d
),4

d

(5)

(3
d
),4

d

2

3
c
'

d
,4

c > d

3
d
,4

c
'

d

5

I

o
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ο

E
γ

(keV)

6040

5976

5925

5852

5743

5705

5661

5640

5615

5602

5512

5373

E

X
(keV)

1452

1516

1566

1640

1749

1787

1831

1852

1877

1890

1930

2119

Φ*

-0.81±0.2ί

-1.03+0.06

-0.91+0.07

-0.99±0.07

-0.89±0.U

-0.95+0.06

-0.83±0.08

-0.89±0.08

-0.71+0.08

-1.2210.19

-1.18+0.24

-1.68+0.48

-1.94+0.72

Present Investigation

0

-0.56+0.07

+0.73+0.03

-0.99+0.04

+0.96+0.24

+0.81+0.03

+0.82+0.05

+0.83+0.03

-0.82+0.05

-1.04+0.05

-l.ll±0.07

+0.86+0.07

+Q.59±Q.O6

A
ll a)

A
2

+0.11+0.07

-0.60+0.02

-0.16±0.04

-0.08+0.26

+0.41+0.03

-0.14+0.05

-0.31+0.02

-0.0110.04

-0.28+0.05

-0.0610.07

-0.09+0.08

-0.2010.07

A ^

-1.3+0.5

-1.2+0.2

+1.9+0.4

-1.5+2.0

+1.5+0.3

-0.4+0.4

-0.8+0.2

+1.1+0.4

+1.7+0.5

+1.1+0.6

Ref. 12

A
02

A
2

-1.3+0.2

-0.90+0.16

-1.0+0.7 j

+C.6i0.6

Rei. 11

A
I0

+0.36+0.04

-0.46+0.08

+0.96+012

+0.15+0.03

+0.37+0.13

o

(Z)

2-48

91-100

o
34-100

100

93-100

87-100

98-100

0-2]

0

0-14

0

0-15

'. 100

83-100

97-100

70-100

' 100

T
b)

X
f

3
d
,(4

d
)

2

3
c,d

j 4
c,d

5 !

3
c
'

d

4
d

4
c,d ;

(4
d
)

2

(4
C
)

(3
d
),4

c
'

d

(5)

(3
d
),4

d
 •

4
C

3
d
,(4

d
)

(5)

I

ö
I

Table 5.1 (Continued)·
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E
Υ

(keV)

5361

5273

5215

5184

5066

5043

5004

4923

4895

4706

E
X

(keV)

2131

2219

2277

2303

2426

2449

2488

2569

2597

2786

Φ

-0.9210.11

-0.99+0.06

-1.8+0.5

-1.5+0.3

-1.94+0.60

Present Investigation

A 1 1

-0.10+0.10

+0.68+0.04

+0.59+0.11

+0.73+0.03

+0.19+0.15

-0.4810.12

+0.88+0.13

+0.10KKQ5

+0.6610.07

-0.10+0.09

2

-0.16+0./1

-0.23+0.04

+0.01+0.12

+0.3410.02

-0.9610.19

-0.1010.13

+0.2010.12

-0.4810.05

+0.5410.07

-0.0810.09

A2̂

+ 1. JiQ.9

-1.4+0.4

-1.3+0.9

+1.3+0.2

+1.511.6

-1.111.1

+1.6+1.0

-0.6+0.4

+3.010.7

+0.0+0.7

Ref. 12

Af

Ref. 11

A»»

a

21-81

81-100

54-100

100

+0.6210.08 '' 98-100

19-100

• 35-100

0

: 0-23

0-65

j 65-100

100

47-68

75-100

23-77

i>

3 d ,4 d

4 d

( 3 d ) , 4 d

( 5 )

3c,d

(3 d ) ,4 C

4 d

(2)

3 C

3d,4d

3C ' d,(4 d)

5

4 C

(3 c 'd)

3 d ,4 d

Table 5.1 (Continued).
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| 2
Table 3.1. A..gular distribution ciefficten' A for primary gamnia

κ
transitions (energy E ), populating excited levels (energy E ) in the

rn fir, Υ __ ^

reaction Co(n,y) Co. The fraction α of 4 -capture is given in

column 10. The α-values between brackets for the 6377 keV and 6486 keV

transitions are discussed in the text. The effective spin-flip

efficiency φ and the angular ratio Q arc calculated only for transitions

having Λ and Λ
ο
 -values which significantly differ from zero. For pure dipole

°
 L

 *
pure dipole transitions φ and Q should yield the values -1 and -2,

respectively.

a) In this column is given

b) The assigned spin value of the populated level; d and c denote

* A^3 fj/f, » A^' Cf3/f, = 0.013+0.003).

'destructive' and 'contructive' interference.

If the normalized chi square χΤ. is below the 99.9% confidence limit,

but above the 95% limit, the spin value is placed between brackets.

f
t
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Ex
(keV)

0

59

276

287

435

506

543

615

786

1004

1006

1208

1214

1343

1380

1452

1516

1566

1640

1749

1787

1831

1852

1877

Spin Assignments

Aligned Nuclei

Me11erna
et al. a)

4

3

3,5,(4)

3

3,4,(2)

3

4

I 4J

4

4

Circular Polarization

Stecher-Rasmussen
et al. h'

2,5

3

3,4

2,5

3

3,4

3

3

3,4

3,4

3,4

3,(4)

3,4

3,4

Polarized Nuclei

Reddïngius

3,5

4

3

3,4,5

3,4

2,3,4

3

4

l.
J

2,3,4

4

2,3,4

(3,4,5)

3,(5)

(3,4,5)

4

2,4,(3)

2,3,4

Honzatko
et al. d>

3,5

4

3

3,4,(5)

3,4

2,3,4

3

(3), 4

>( 4

4

3,(5)

3,4

(2),3,4

2,3,4

Present
Investigation

5

2,3,4

4

3

5

3

2,3,4

(3)

4

(3)

(4)

4,(3),(S)

4,(3)

2,3,4

3,4,5

3,(4)

4

2

3,4,5

3

4

4

(4)

2

. i
Table 5.2. Continued.
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Ex
(keV)

1890

1980

2119

2131

2219

2277

2308

2426

2449

2488

2569

2597

2786

Spin Assignments

Aligned Nuclei
Me11erna
et al. a)

Circular Polarization
Stecher-Rasmussen

et al. b>

2,3,4

Polarized Nuclei

leddingius
it. al. c'

2.3,4

Honzatko
et al. d>

2,3,4

3,5

Present
Investigation

2,4,(3)

4,(3),(5)

'S, (4), (5)

3,4

4

4,(3),(5)

3

4,(3)

3,4,(2)

3,5,(4)

4

(3)

3,4

Table 5.2. Comparison of the spin assignments obtained from different

experiments.

a) Ref. 12, b) Ref. 11, c) Ref. 13, d) Ref. 14.
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2 ΙΟ4 Hc3 W06KEV

Fig. 5.1. Fits of the normalized chi square χ
Ν
 for transitions investi-

gated in the present work (N*2), including the anisotropy re-
sults of ref. 12 (N*2 ) and also including the circular polari-
zation measurements of ref. 11 (N=»3). (see also comment on fig. 5.2).
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4

t
SIM KEV

10»

vt
o.o 1.0 u.o 1*0

Fig. 5.2. Fits of the normalized c q χ^
investigated in the present work (N=2) and including the
circular polarization results of ref. 11 (N=3); The numbers
inside the figures are the possible spins of the populated
level. Ν denotes the number of degrees of freedom in
the fitting procedure, i.e. the number of coefficients ^

involved is N+l.

The full line corresponds to 'constructive' interference;
the dashed line corresponds to 'destructive' interference;
The dashed-dotted line represents the 99.9% confidence limit
of the x^-distribution.
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assumed to have pure dipoïe character.
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Fig. 5.3. (Contiued).
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Fig. 5.3. Fits of the normalized chi square χ
Ν
 of transitions for

which data are available only from the present investigation,

(see also comment on fig. 5.2 ).
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Fig. 5.4. Partial decay scheme showing the investigated primary
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l'ig. 5.5. The high unergy gamma-ray spectrum of the reaction Οο(η,γ) Co.

The spectrum is divided in 511 keV blocks, thus the photo, singie-escape

and double-escape peaks reappear in succe.sive blocks at equivalent

positions along the horizontal scale. The depicted spectra are from

top to bottom:

a) Μ - t At the angles 0 = 0° and 0 = 90°, the differences between the

normalized opectra recorded for neutron and nuclear spins

polarized parallel, and recorded for neutron and η clear

spins both unpelarized.

b) f. Normalized capture gamma-ray spectrum observed with random

orientations of neutron and nuclear spins.

c) η - t At the angles Θ = 0° and 0 = 90°, the differences between the

normalized spectra recorded for neutron and nuclear spins

antiparallcl, and recorded for unorionted spins.

X

. faun... Ί.ϋ»

mm

-135-
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C H A P T E R VI

The Reaction
 l 6 5

Ho (η,γ)
 1 6 6

Ηο

Abistvaat: The reaction ΙΙο(η,γ) Ho lias been investigated using polari-

zed neutrons and polarized nuclei. For θ levels in Ho the spin could

be unambiguously assigned from anguiar distribution measurements on

primary transitions, which are assumed to have pure dipole character;

I
f
(191) = 3, I

£
(261) = 4, I

f
(559) = 4, I

f
(316) = 3, I

f
(881) = 3,

I
f
(l03i) = 4, I

f
<1062) = 4, I

f
(1082) = 3. By performing circular polari-

zation measurements on the 5812 keV transition following polarized

neutron capture in unoriented nuclei, evidence is found for the existence

of a doublet at 430 keV.

6.1. Introd'iction

The odd-odd nucleus Ho has been investigated in various experiments.

Several low-lying states in Ho wera studied from the decay of

80-h Dy . Conversion electron lines have been observed by

Balodis et al. . High energy gamna transitions in the reaction Ηο(η,γ)

are studied by Motz and Jurney and by Groshev and Shadiev . The

(d,p)-reaction is investigated by Struble et al. . L.M. Bollinger and

G.E. Thomas performed study of spins of levels in Ho with the aid of the

average-resonance method . Spin investigation by angular distribution

measurements on primary transitions following unpolari:ed neutron capture
9)

in aligned nuclei has been carried out by Ζimmer .An extensive discussion

of energy levels of Ho can be found in ref. JO, in which Motz et al. have

combined the experimental results of five different groups, resulting in

a detailed description of part of the Ho level scheme.

6.2. Nuclear Orientation of
165

Ho

The target consisted of three cylindrical single crystals (h.c.p.)

of Ho-metal. The crystal axes have been determined by x-ray diffraction.

By cutting proper parts of the cylinders a (2.0x2.1x0.4 cm) slab could

be composed in which the [1120]-directions (a-axis) for the three crystals

are approximately parallel.



ι
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The front and back surface of the slab are placed perpendicular

to the neutron beam. The two surfaces have been both electrolytically

and mechanically polished to avoid neutron depolarization. Holmium

metal is ferromagnetic below 20 K. The sample is magnetized along

the a-axis (direction of easy magnetization). The target was found to

be rotated over 6 due to the forces exerted on the target during

magnetization. For an external fie'J above 12 kOe no significant neutron

depolarization was detected. During the gamma-ray measurements the sample

was magnetized in an external field of 25 kOe.

Since attempts to obtain a soft-soldered thermal contact with the

holmium sample have failed, it has been wrapped in a copper foil with

Apiezon-N grease in between in order to achieve better thermal contact.

The copper foil was soft-soldered to the mixing chamber. A calibrated

carbon resistor was attached to the sample holder. The average tem-

perature of Che thermometer during the measurements was 65 mK. Assuming

this to be equal to the target temperature the nuclei should be almost

completely polarized due to the large effective hyperfine field in the

sample. The hyperfine coupling constant in Ho-metal is accurately

determined e.g. by Brunhart et al. . Using A/k = 0.610 Κ the nuclear

polarization and the nuclear alignment at 65 mK are expected to be

•]
0.97 and £„ 0.52.

The transmission effect ε has been measured at various temperatures:

-2 -2
e = (-5.48±0.03) χ 10 at ! · 4.2 K, e » (-5.15+0.10) χ 10 at Τ = 3.2 Κ

-ο
and ε = (-4.16 0.11) χ 10 at Τ = 2.17 Κ. From these data the slope of the

transmission effect as a function of 1/T is obtained to be

(5.85±0.15) χ 10 K. The temperature independent part of the transmission

effect due to the magnetic scattering interference term is determined to be
-2

(-6.9±0.2) χ 10 . The average transmission effect during the gamma-ray
_2

measurements is (+4.50+0.05) χ 10 . using A/k = 0.610+0.005 Κ (see ref. 11)

the nuclear polarization during the angular distribution experiment is

determined to be f. = 0.89±0.05, which is consistent with a target

temperature Τ = 0.12+0.04 Κ. ί

*)
We wish to thank Mr. E. Lybrink of the Material Research Deparraent

of the 'Reactor Centrum Nederland' for the performance of the

polishing.
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_2
From the polarization effect ζ = (84.8iO.l) χ 10 and the transmission

effect, the spin-flip parameter D is estimated to be D = 0.2±0. I cm .

The effective neutron polarization is calculated to be f = 0.93+0.02.

Hence for the gamma-ray measurement the product polarization of neutrons

and nuclei f,f = 0.83+0.05 is expected.
1 η

6.3. Results of Gamma-Ray Measurements

The capture gamma-ray spectra (see fig. 6.3) with polarized nuclei

have been recorded in 6 runs of 24 hours; the spectra with neutrons and

nuclei both unpolarized have been measured during 7 runs at 4.2 K.

The procedure of f.f -determination from the gamma-ray data has

been described before (see section 4.7). Including in the procedure
•

the data of the strong 5812 keV transition the possible f.f -Vcilues do

•
n

not give a solution for three transitions, neither for f.f negative nor

positive. After omitting the 5812 keV-data the following values have
• *

been obtained: f.f = +0.69+0.09 and f, = 0.36+0.10. Using f - +0.93±0.02

the nuclear polarization is calculated to be f. = O.74±O.1O corresponding

to a sample temperature O.2I+O.O7 K. From f. the temperature is estimated

to be 0.15+0.05. Further investigation showed that the spin assignments

*
were not affected either by varying f.f over the region 0.7-0.9, or

by varying f~ over the region 0.30-0.40; only the limits on the α-values

are influenced by these variations. This rather moderate dependence

is due to the large relative uncertainties in the intensities of the

(weak) primary transitions. By combination of the transmission and gamma-

ray data the orientation parameters are finally estimated to be:

f.f = 0.80+0.07, f
o
 = O.35±0.O5 and f,/f, =· O.I5+O.O3.

In / i I

il

These values correspond to a temperature (0.14+0.04) K,, which is

appreciably higher than expected from the thermometer data. This may be

explained by the poor thermal contact between the Ho-sample and the

mixing-chamber of the refrigerator. Furthermore the specific heat due

to the hyperfine structure for Ho shows a maximum at about 0.3 K. A

large heat content has to be removed from the sample between 0.5 Κ and

12)

0.15 K. Using the specific heat data of van Kempen ' this amount

is estimated to be 1.5 χ 10 erg. (in fact, holmium acts as a thermal

reservoir at low temperatures).

r
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6,A. Discussion

In addition to the gamma-ray angular distribution measurements also

the circular polarization coefficient A. for the 5812 keV transition

has been determined. In order to estimate the effective neutron poari-

zation the circular polarization of the 5.42 MeV transition in the
32
S(n,y)-reaction is measured both with and without the holmium(-oxide)

sample in front of the sulphur target. It was found that the holmium

sample gives no detectable neutron depolarization.
k,k

2

The res- ts of the angular distribution coefficients A. are

accumulated in table 6.1. In table 6.2 a comparison is made between

the spin assignments from the present investigation and those of other

authors. The obtained spin values for the various levels are shown in

fig. 6.2. The parities of several levels are deduced from well
7)established 1 (d.p)-values In the spin investigation the primary

transitions are assumed to have pure dipole character. The results

on the studied transitions are given in fig. 6.1. A further discussion

on two levels is given below.

The 372 keV level. Though spin 4 is not excluded by the 5870 keV

transition populating this level, the minimum of the chi square fit is

still remarkably large for this spin; since it exceeds the 95% confidence

limit spin 4 is placed between brackets.

The 430 keV level. The present angular distribution data and those

obtained by Zimmer yield spin 4 for this level, limiting the

α-value of the 5812 keV transition between α = 0.05 and α - 0.20. This
13)

resu?.v. has been preliminary reported . The investigation has been

extended by measuring the circular polarization of the 5812 keV transition

after capture of polarized thermal neutrons in unoriented Ho-nuclei.

Including the result of this experiment (A = -0.43±0.04) in the

analysis, none of the possible spin values I. - 2, 3, 4, 5 gives an

acceptable solution. However, the experimental data of the 5812 keV

transition yield φ = -0.92+0.04 and Q̂ . = -1.7+0.2 which agree with the

expectation values for pure dipole transitions. The lack of a proper

solution for the present data implies that at least one of the

basic assumptions should be relaxed. In particular the results may

be explained by the existence of a doublet at 430 keV. Due to the number

of parameters involved no further quantitative conclusions may be drawn.

t
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Assuming that the 5812 keV transition mainly populates a level with

spin 2 (which is proposed in refs. 5 and 8) the experimental data can be

reproduced if 10 - 20% of the transition leads to a spin 3 level.

Then this part of the 5812 keV intensity could originate from

3 -capturing states.

4 !
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E
Υ

(keV)

6052

5981

5870

5812

5764

5683

5523

5426

5361

5336

5211

5180

5160

5126

5081

E
X

(keV)

191

261

372

430

48J

559

719

816

881

906

1031

1062

1082

1116

1161

•·

-1.15±0.10

-0.63±0.20

-1.09±0.15

-0.92±0.04

-1.6+0.4

-1.08±0.17

-0.97+0.11

-0.93±0.15

-1.20+0.16

-1.15+0.12

-0.86+0.07

-0.47+0.09

-0.94±0.11

- 1 . 6 + 0 . 3

-J . 7 + 0 . 2

-2.0±0.5

-1.8 ±0.5

-2.9±0.7

-2.8±0.8

-1.2 ±0.3

1

0

-O.78±O.O7

+0.83+0.15

-0.35±0.04

-O.76±O.O7

-0.36±0.05

-0.64+0.07

-0.18±0.08

-0.40±0.04

-0.55+0.06

-0.84±0.09

-0.60+0.06

-0.75+0.07

+0.13+0.07

+0.59±0.08
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-0.17±0.10
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+0.45+0.06
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Table 6.1 (Continued),
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k,k
2

Table 6.1. Angular distribution coefficients A, for primary gamma

transitions (energy Eγ), populating excited levels (energy E ) in the

reaction Ηο(η,γ) Ho. The fraction α of 4 -capture is given in

column 10. The values between brackets for the 5812 keV transition

are discussed in the text. The effective spin-flip efficiency φ and

the angular ratio Q are calculated only for transitions having values

for Λ and A„ which significantly differ from zero. For pure dipole

transitions Φ and Q should yield the values -1 and -2, respectively.

a) f
3
/fj = 0.15+0.03.

b) The assigned spin value of the populated level; d and c denote

'destructive' and 'constructive' interference. If the normalized
2

chi square χ is below the 99.9% confidence limit, but above the

95% limit, the spin value is placed between brackets.

c) Ref. 9.
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Tablö 6.2. Comparison of spin assignments to Ho levels obtained

by various authors.

a) ref. 9S b) ref. 10, c) ref. 8.
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.2 «j» K=2 StgQ KEV ίο» N=2 5081 KEV

Fig. 6.1. Fits of Che normalized chi square χ
Μ
 as a function of α in

165
the reaction Ηο(η,γ). The numbers inside the figures

are the possible spins o£ the populated level.
2

Ν denotes the number of degrees of freedom in χ . The circular

10
polarization coefficient A. is included in the 5812 keV-fit

(N=3). The dasi.ed-dotted line represents the 99.9% confidence

limit.

The full and dashed curves correspond to 'constructive' and

'destructive' interference, respectively.
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Fig. 6.2. Partial decay scheme of Ho showing the primary transitions

observed in the Ho(n,Y)-reaction.
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Fig. 6.3. The high energy gamma-ray spectrum of the reaction Ηο(η,γ) (Ιο.

The spectrum is divided in 511 keV blocks thus the photo, single-escape

and doublf -escape peaks reappear in successive blocks at the same position

along the horizontal scale. The depicted spectra are from top of bottom:

a) tt - f At the angles Θ = 0 and 0 = 90 , the differences between

the normalized epuetra recorded for neutron and nuclear spins

polarized parallel, and recorded for
(
 neutron and nuclear spins

both unpolarized.

b) Tf Normalized capture gamma-ray spectrum observed with random

orientations of neutron and nuclear spins.

c) η - t At the angles θ = 0° and θ = 90°, the differences between the

normalized spectra recorded for neutron and nuclear spins

polarized antiparallel, and recorded for unoriented spins.
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Summary

Si.

%

In the cou-se of the past 25 years nuclear physics investigations

with oriented nuclei have shown high reliability because the results

have a rather simple interpretation, which does not depend on a particular

nuclear model. Therefore such experiments provide the possibility to test

the correctness of theoretical model calculations.

In this thesis nuclear orientation experiments are described in

which spins of nuclear levels are studied by investigating the (n,v)-reaction

with pol,',rized thermal neutrons and polarized nuclei. The nuclei have been

polarized in ferromagnetic samples at low temperature. Nuclei may

experience a very large magnetic field in a ferromagnetic material. To

obtain complete magnetization of the sample a 50 kOe superconducting

magnet has been installed. The accompanying neutron depolarization

problems due to the magnet stray field could be solved by applying shielding

rings.

In many cases the degree of nuclear orientation in (n,v)-experiments

is hard to estimate precisely. In this thesis a procedure is presented

in which the degree of nuclear orientation can be eliminated as a

parameter in nuclear spin investigations. From the gamma-ray data precise

values for the nuclear orientation parameters could be obtained. Further-

more the procedure provides the possibility to check the obtained results

with the aid of experimental parameters which do not depend on the

59
Co(n,Y) andgamma transitions. Two reactions have been studied, namely

ΐ 6 5
Ηο(η,γ).

In the investigation of the reaction Οο(η,γ) Co the nuclear

orientation paramaters obtained from the spectroscopy data have been

compared both with the estimates derived from polarized-neutron transmission

measurements and with the values expected from the temperature and hyperfine

data. An excellent agreement has been found for this reaction. The accurate

measurements allowed spin investigation for 36 levels in Co; many of these

levels have not been reported before in spin investigations. For 16 levels

the spin could be unambiguously assigned. For 18 known levels the spin

assignments are consistent with previously performed experiments. It

appeared that the spin of the level at 615 keV could not be assigned if

I'

I?
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tlie 6877 koV transition, which is populating this level, is assumed

to have pure dipole character. The experimental results indicate that

the relatively strong 6877 keV transition may have quadrupole admixture

(UI/M2). The results for the level at 1005 keV may be explained by the

existence of a doublet at tins energy.

The gamma-ray data in the reaction ΙΙο(η,γ) 'llo yield a nuclear

spin temperature which is appreciably higher than expected from an

external thermometer. This result is easily explained by the bulk

hyperfine specific heat at low temperature and poor heat conductivity

between the target and the refrigerator. This signifies the importance

of direct determination of the nuclear spin temperature according to the

present procedure. Spin investigations have been carried out for IS levels

in Ho, yielding unambiguous spin assignments for 8 levels. The obtained

spin assignments show a nice agreement with results reported before.

Assuming that the strong 5812 keV line in the capture gamma-ray spectrum

is a single, pure-dipole transition, no spin could be assigned to the

populated level at 430 keV. The experimental results may point to the

existence of an unresolved doublet at 430 keV.
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Samenvatting

Kernfysische onderzoekingen met gerichte kernen zijn in de afge-

lopen 25 jaar zeer betrouwbaar gebleken, doordat de interpretatie van de

uitkomsten tamelijk eenvoudig is en niet afhangt van een bepaald kern-

model. Derhalve geven zulke experimenten de mogelijkheid om theoretische

berekeningen op hun juistheid te toetsen.

In dit proefschrift worden experimenten met gerichte kernen beschreven,

waarin spins van kern-niveaus worden bestudeerd door onderzoek van de

(n,v)-reactie met gepolariseerde, thermische neutronen en gepolariseerde

kernen. De kernen zijn gepolariseerd in ferromagnetische preparaten bij

lage temperatuur. Kernen kunnen in een ferromagnetisch materiaal een

zeer sterk magneetveld ondervinden. Om magnetische verzadiging te kunnen

bereiken is een supergeleidende magneet geïnstalleerd, die een veld

van 50 kOe kan leveren. De hierbij optredende depolarisatie van neutronen,

ten gevolge van het strooiveld van de magneet, kon worden voorkomen door

het gebruik van afschermringen.

Het is veelal moeilijk de mate van kernorientatie in (n,y)-experi-

menten nauwkeuring te schatten. In dit proefschrift wordt een methode

gegeven waarin de kernorientatie graad als parameter in h?E onderzoek

naar kernspins kan worden geëlimineerd. Uit de gegevens van de gamma

straling konden nauwkeurige waarden voor de oriëntatie parameters

worden verkregen. Bovendien verschaft deze procedure de mogelijkheid om

de verkregen resultaten te controleren via gemeten parameters, die niet

afhankelijk zijn van de gamma overgangen. Twee reacties zijn onderzocht,

n.l. de 59Co(n,y)- en de '65Ho(n,y)-reactie.

In het onderzoek van de reactie Co(n,y) Co is een "ergelijking

gemaakt tussen verschillende wijzen, waarop de oriëntatie graad kan wor-

den verkregen, t.w. uit spektroskopische meetgegevens, uit transmissie-

metingen aan gepolariseerde neutronen, alsook via berekening uit de tem-

peratuur en de gegevens van de hyperfijn interaktie. Voor deze reactie

is een zeer goede overeenstemming gevonden. Door de grote nauwkeurigheid

van de metingen konden de spins van 36 niveaus in Co worden onderzocht;

veel van deze niveaus zijn niet eerder betrokken in spin onderzoekingen.

II
i
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Voor 16 niveaus kon de spin eenduidig worden bepaald. De spin toe-

kenningen van 18 bekende niveaus zijn in overeenstemming met eerder

uitgevoerde experimenten. Het bleek niet mogelijk de spin van het niveau

bij 615 keV te bepalen onder de aanname dat de straling van 6877 keV,

die dit niveau voedt, een zuivere dipool-overgang is. De experimentele

resultaten wijzen op oen quadrupool bijmenging (E1/M2) in de tamelijk

intense overgang van 6877 keV. De resultaten voor het niveau bij 1005 keV

kunnen worden verklaard door het bestaan van een doublet bij deze energie.

De meetgegevens van de gamma straling in de Ηο(η,γ) Ho-reactie

geven een kernspin temperatuur, die aanzienlijk hoger is dan op grond

van metingen met een uitwendige thermometer mocht worden verwacht.

Dit kan eenvoudig worden verklaard uit de grote hyperfijn soortelijke

warmte bij lage temperatuur en uit de slechte warmtegeleiding tussen het

preparaat en de koelmachine. Dit onderstreept het belang van een direkte

bepaling van de kernspin temperatuur volgens de huidige methode. Van 15

niveaus in Ho zijn de kernspins onderzocht; voor 8 niveaus kon

de spin eenduidig worden bepaald. De verkregen resultaten zijn in goede

overeenstemming met aerder vermelde spin-toekenningen. Indien wordt

aangenomen, dat de meest intense lijn van 5812 keV in het gamma spectrum,

een enkelvoudige, zuivere dipool-overgang is, dan kan aan het niveau

bij 430 keV, dat door deze overgang wordt gevoed, geen spin worden toe-

gekend. De meetresultaten zouden kunnen wijzen op het bestaan van een

niet-opgelost doublet bij 430 keV.
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Nawoord

Bij het totstandkomen van dit proefschrift wil ik gaarne mijn

dank betuigen aan allen, die hiertoe hebban bijgedragen.

De direktie van het Reactor Centrum Nederland ben ik erkentelijk

voor de verleende gastvrijheid, alsmede voor de mogelijkheid om de

tekst van dit proefschrift tevens als officieel RCN-rapport te laten

verschijnen.

Veel waardering heb ik voor de vaardige technische assistentie

van de heren J.J. Smit en P. Snip bij het experimentele werk. De zeer

bekwame inbreng van de heer K. Ravensberg, in het bijzonder zijn

bijdrage aan het ontwerp van de magneet-cryostaat, is voor mij van

grote betekenis geweest.

De medewerking, die de heren P.P.J. Delhey, G.J. Aupers en

H.B.J.M, de Haas gedurende enige tijd aan het onderzoek hebben verleend,

heb ik xeer op prijs gesteld. De heer J. de Boer dank ik voor de ver-

helderende discussies in het bijzonder ten aanzien van de 'ehi-kwadraat1

aanpassingen. De gedachtenwisselingen mot dr. J. Bür;>smn, dr. B. van Laar

en dr. E. Frikkec heb ik zeer gewaardeerd.

De medewerkers van de afdelingen 'Rekencentrum' en 'Electronica'

ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor de prettige samenwerking. De heer K. Appelman

wil ik dankzeggen voor zijn deskundige adviezen met betrekking tot half-

geleider detectoren. Veel waardering heb ik voor de akkurate verzorging

van het vele typwerk door mej. M.C. Ypma en mevr. A- Scnuyt-Fasen.

Ten slotte dank ik alle overige personen en diensten van het RCN,

die aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift hebben bijgedragen. r
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Curriculum Vitae van Jan Bosman, geboren 11 juli 1947 te Hoogkarspel.

Na het behalen van het eindexamen HBS-B aan het Petrus Canisius

Lyceum te Alkmaar, begon ik in 1965 aan mijn studie Natuurkunde aan

du Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. Het kandidaatsexamen natuur- en wiskunde

met scheikunde ('J' ) werd afgelegd in december 1968. Daarna bereidde

ik mij voor op het doctoraal examen experimentele natuurkunde.

Voor hot experimentele gedeelte hiervan trad ik in januari 1969

toe tot de werkgroep kernfysica en magnetisme van het Kamerlingh

Onnes Laboratorium. In deze groep, cnder leiding van prof.dr. C.J. Corter

en prof. dr. W.J. Huiskamp, was opgenomen de werkgroep K-IV van de

Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (F.O.M.). In het kader

van de werkzaamheden van de groep K-IV assisteerde ik dr. E· Lagendijk

bij onderzoekingen naar magnetische ordeningen bij lage temperaturen.

In januari 1970 verleende de Stichting F.O.M, mij een aanstelling als

kandidaats-assistent. In augustus van dat jaar werd ik gestationeerd

bij het Reactor Centrum Nederland om te assisteren bij het kernfysisch

onderzoek van de groep K-IV bij de Hoge Flux Reactor in Pitten.

In december 1971 werd het doctoraal examen experimentele natuur-

kunde afgelegd. De hiervoor vereiste tentamina werden gedaan bij de

hoogleraren dr. P. Mazur, dr. P.W. Kasteleyn, dr. J.A.M. Cox en

dr. J.A. Goedkoop. Als wetenschappelijk medewerker in dienst van de

Stichting F.O.M, werden in januari 1972 de onderzoekingen aange- .

vangen, die in dit proefschrift staan beschreven.
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